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SISTERS 
JOYCE CAROL OATES 

My poor lovely Thea sits waiting on the veranda, in a white wicker 
chair with a green cushion, her arms flat on the am-rests, her thin 
legs drawn in beneath the chair, ankles locked together. So rigid, so 
clenched!-it would take a pry to loosen her. She is wearing the pink 
lambswool sweater I sent for her birthday, buttoned to the chin; the 
sleeves are too long, so that the cuffs cover half her hands. How like 
a child she look . . . I Her skirt seems to be shapeless, falling just over 
the knee. Is it made of denim? Strange. Her legs are so pale, they must 
be bare. And in this changeable weather. . . . I'm surprised they don't 
make her dress more sensibly. 

It's been so many months since I've seen her that I am afraid my 
face will show the shock I feel. I can't hide my feelings, I never could. 
But what can I do?-the poor thing has already seen me, she has been 
watching me all the while. Saw me drive up the lane, probably. Watched 
me have trouble maneuvering the car into a parking place. (It's Sunday, 
and some of the other visitors-from out of state, I noticed-are selfishly 
parked, taking up more than one space.) Unless I am imagining it I 
can see, in Thea's face, a queer confused leap of expectation, a look of 
raw hope, in the instant before her habitual expression shifts back into 
place-that look of hostility and arrogance, that pretense of not having 
expected to see me. 

We greet each other. I am almost stammering. Her voice is toneless 
but she is smiling-she is really smiling. How cold her hands are!- 
and how frail1 She is in no huny to rise from the chair and allow me 
to embrace her. But I want to hide my eyes, I've been told that tears 
might upset her. . . . Thea,  how wonderful you look," I say, hugging 
her, my voice nearly breaking, "how wonderful it is to see you. . . . 
Oh, you're lookmg so much better, you look so prettyl" 

"Do I," she says. Her voice is thin and reedy. I t  is not really Thea's 
voice at all. "But you're looking a little tired, Sally. You shouldn't 
have driven all this way alone. . . . Yes," she says, drawing back to 
stare into my face, her forehead crinkling into tiny lines, her lips pucker- 
ing, "yes, you really look exhausted. There are such bluish shadows 
under your eyes. . . ." 

So the visit begins. 
0 0 0  

I am hurt of course. But the feeling is familiar; it is one I can 
tolerate. I'm not angry. Thea showed her anger, even as a small child 
she let herself go, would have destroyed the world itself during one 
of her tantrums, had it been within her reach-but I learned as a 
girl to show nothing upsetting. I learned the trick of smiling whenever 
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someone tried to hurt my feelings. "Just turn insults aside," Mother 
said. "Don't let any of that low-life trash hurt your feelings." She was 
speaking of my classmates in Juniper, where there was quite a mixture- 
some well-to-do children from town, some children like Thea and me, 
from small f m s  without any mortgages or debts, and others from 
really poor homes, even from trailer courts. "Just smile and smile," 
Mother said, "and show them they can't touch you at all." 

Now I am smiling at Thea and Thea is smiling at me. It's odd, 
we're almost shy with each other . . . I I keep wanting to touch her, 
I can't quite believe she's here beside me. No one would guess she 
is four years older than I am. Even after her illness she looks so young, 
so sweet-there's no sip--except maybe that squinting, which is a 
new habit of hers. There's nothing wrong with her vision, they said. 
She has pale green eyes, almost gray, almost colorless, and long brown 
eyelashes, and her hair has been brushed carelessly back from her 
face in no style at all. I t  looks as if she just shampooed it, however. 
For my visit? She begged me to come in her last letter. Dear Sally, 
please Sally, I need to see you, I need to talk with you, if you come I 
won't act the way I did last time. . . . 

She asks me about the drive-over two hundred miles, it is, from 
Juniper in the northern part of the state down here to Lake Park- 
but when I start to tell her about it, especially about the terrible bottle- 
neck at the detour outside Lexington, she interrupts me and asks about 
Dwight, as if she had just remembered him, clapping her hand to her 
mouth like a contrite little girl. Then she asks about our aunt Eleanor, 
then about several of our cousins, though I know I've written detailed 
news of: them in my letters, and about certain neighbors, and friends, 
and a former friend of mine about whom I don't care to talk--doesn't 
Thea know?-and she stands there listening, nodding slightly, her pale 
clear eyes fixed on mine. This patience, this thoughtfulness, is some- 
thing new. In a way it's discomfiting. I expect Thea to suddenly crinkle 
her nose and wave me aside, saying she's heard this all before, she 
doesn't give a damn about those people, those boring ugly people- 
but no, she stares at me, blinking slowly, nodding almost imperceptibly, 
as if she were memorizing my words. I can't help but be flattered by 
her interest. My face warms, my voice rattles on happily. Dwight was 
wrong to warn me against coming; he has never understood the special 
feeling between my sister and me. 

"And Laq-do you hear from Larry? Do the two of you write?" 
She speaks of him so easily. But I don't find it possible to reply 

in the same manner. "No. Of course not," I tell her awkwardly. 
^You don't? Really?" she asks, puzzled. "I understood that you 

did. Someone told me you did." 
"No." 
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"Yes, you told me yourself-when you were here last spring. You 
exchange letters, you said. You and Larry." 

"No, Thea.'Why, I don't even know the man, I never h e w  him 
very well. . . . What on earth would Larry and I write about?" I say, 
trying to laugh. 

What  would you write about . . . ?" she says softly, staring at me. 
She is going to say something further: a tiny nerve jumps in her left 
eye. I see i t  I feel it, as if it were my own. Then she hesitates, thank 
God, and the moment passes, and we stand here smiling at each other. 
Her eyes are so clear, so empty. I might almost wonder-is this Thea?- 
this woman? They have drugged her, of course. Doped her. Like Mother 
at Daddy's funeral, staggering and swaying as if she were drunk, in 
front of all the relatives-poor Xlother! Hanging onto Eleanor's arm, 
whispering so loudly we could all hear, she'd been having trouble 
with her gall bladder and didn't think she could make it through the 
funeral breakfast, would it be better for her to go to the ladies' room 
before breakfast got started . . . ? Poor Mother, how embarrassingl It 
was a blessing she never knew how she appeared to other people, near 
the end. Thea has Mother's narrow chin and delicate cheekbones and 
curly brown hair, hut she's much taller, and of course :h 
prettier. When she smiles, especially. 

As she is smiling now. 
0 0 0  

I'm relieved that there's no formal Sunday dinner. I wouldn't have 
had the appetite for it. Instead there's a nice lunch, cold ham and 
turkey, and greens, and a salad with artichoke hearts and real French 
dressing, and cornbread and butter, and excellent coffee. The dining 
room is a large, handsome, airy room. I count ten tables, though they're 
not all filled. The rug is a trifle shabby-a very faint maroon-but the 
wallpaper looks new. It's a pale brown. And the view of the hills! I 
hadn't noticed the other time how lovely the view is. It's no wonder 
some of the women just sit and stare out the windows, without talking, 
hardly bothering with the food on their plates. 

There are seven of us at our table. Thea is sitting as rigidly as 
she was sitting out on the veranda, her head now bent at a peculiar 
angle, as if she were listening to a voice almost out of earshot. She's 
eating very slowly. Very methodically. Anyone who didn't h o w  her 
might imagine she was perfectly tranquil. But I can feel the tension 
in her. I always could. It makes me nervous to sense the pressure in 
her, the terrible pressure in her skull, running hot in her veins. . . . 
At any moment she could spring up. She could destroy the peace of 
this pleasant meal. As a girl she got angry all the time, flew into 
incredible rages, said the ugliest, most astonishing things. Such ugly 
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le years- 
truth, no 
slightest. . , " T .  

-it was b: 
matter a 
I-Iow cou 
c . 3. ~~ 

~ords-! Words I hadn't even heard before. "Highstrung," people called 
her. Nerves tightly wired. We were always opposites, Thea and me. 
People were surprised to learn that we were sisters. She's tall and thin; 
I look shorter than I really am because of my compact, squarish body. 
Her skin is clear, and mine has always been freckled, and for a while-- 
four or five miserab ~d ly  blemished. She's pretty and 
I'm not. That's the rbat Mother used to say: and I 
don't mind in the Id I mind, knowing the misery 
Thea's looks broughr nerr Lire s n r  what we thought it would be, as 
girls! There have been so many strange surprises, so many ironic 
tums. . . . "High-strung," everyone said of Thea, fondly. And so she 
flew into her tantrums and broke things and even tore at her hair, 
like a tempestuous heroine in a movie, and they scolded her, and forgave 
her, and loved her. I was the opposite: good-natured, easy-going, even- 
tempered. I t  was said of Sally that she was "even-tempered." 

Was I jealous? Yes. For a while, yes. For years. But it isn't in my 
nature to remember unpleasant incidents. I forget as fast I can. I always 
have. I never showed what I felt when the relatives teased me or 
compared me with Thea, as it seemed they always did, the women any- 
way; I never let on that I was hurt. Sally is the one with sense, they 
sometimes said. Sally doesn't take herself so seriously, she doesn't spend 
an hour and a half in the bathroom dolling herself up, she doesn't 
leave her things lying around in a jumble . . . At the end, at the very 
end, Mother said: "You're my good girl, aren't you. Sally." There was 
just the slightest emphasis on You're. I had to hold my breath to hear it. 

At our table there's a big, merry woman in her late forties, her 
dyed red hair in a chignon, her rings flashing as she chatters. I remember 
her from my fist visit; she doesn't seem to have changed much. She's 
been at Lake Park a long time, Thea told me, having almost killed 
herself with alcohol and diet pills. She had prescriptions from three 
doctors. Her husband is a mystery, people wonder where he is, and 
her children?-if visitors come to see her, they don't spend much 
time in the public rooms. She is talking excitedly about a scandal in 
the state govennnent. Do I know anything about it?-do I know any of 
the people involved? She knows them. Knows them all. Her Southern 
accent is so pronounced that I almost can't und ter. "God, the 
things that go on in this world," she says, om 3f her mouth 
raised in an impish grin. "And the newspapers don2t print half of it. . . ." 

The others appear to be listening. Even Thea is listening, though 
she doesn't look directly at the woman. Across from me is a girl of no 
more than twenty years of age. She is terribly thin-it's painful to 
look at her. Must weigh no more than ninety pounds, a girl Thea's 
height! Her eyes are heavy-lidded. She might he attractive if her skin 
weren't so sallow, and she didn't have to wear such thick-lensed glasses. 
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6 THE SOUTH CAROL~TA REVIEW 

Like Thea she is eating slowly and fastidiously, without any appetite. 
Is it possible that this young girl came close to death, like the others, 
poisoning herself with alcohol . . . ? Drugs? She sees me watching her 
and flushes angrily. I smile but there's no response, not a flicker of 
acknowledgement. . . . Be5icle her is Mrs. Renfrew, whom I remember 
from my other visit, and 1~3ho is qacious enough to remember me. 
She's a beautiful woman in her late thirties, small-boned, no more than 
a size five, black-haired. h!~ck-eyed, one of the most striking faces 
I've ever seen . . . lovelier; even. than poor Thea's used to be. Like 
Thea she had trouble with her marriage. There were other men, there 
was drinlang. Her hvelve-year-old hoy had come home from school to 
find her upstairs with a m2n. a ctran!er. . . . She is a tobacco heiress, 
Thea informed me. \frr. Renir".v i,:iiil h ~ r  heartshaped face, her lovely 
face, diamond rincs c!it?r-rilz r r ?  5-r fincers. Did she also come near 
to death, this c h i I d ~ ~ i 7 ~ - ~ ?  \~-np7an^ \!'?1xk secrets does she know? Has 
she Thea's temhle \vicr!o~iz \ i :;'-:,? marria~e . . . separation . . . divorce 
hearings . . . a court <i8~c:.:,~:i . . . an appeal . . . more drinking . . . 
finally a breakdmm . . . T??''.: :~nc~itn'(za:ion. YOTI- she sits drinking 
cup after c7.1p n! rn"?~.  "~i!:71: p:>lilrly. staring out the window at 
the wood~d hi!!c. 

The retl.-hr??.-.! yvn7an is nou- chattering about an incident that 
took pllce ir? Cnt-ineon. Inst last week a small gang of children had 
tnrt.lrr,i xn iir?!t-\.i:,.r-olri boy; they had tied him to a piece of heavy 
rnacbinvn. in i hoardcd-up warehouse and burnt. him with matches. 
Ru* her vo:cr ic rhe~rful. Her eyes are bright. "The things that happen," 
C ~ P  s a w  s?iakin~ her head. "Jesus Christ!" 

'Ilea !ooks up suddenly. "It isn't true," she says. 
IT-hat?" 
"It isn't tn~e--what you've been saying." 
For an instant the woman appears to be silenced, almost intimi- 

dated. Thea's haggard face is so defiant! Then the woman reaches 
for her cigarettes, which are in a red leather case with gold initials, 
and says, "Just you read about it in the paper, honey. It's all there. 
What's fit to print is there. The government is rotten, eveiybody's 
grabbing what he can, and the kids are killing one another, don't you 
tell me, honey, don't you tell me. I've been around and I know. I 
know what the world is like." 

'Tou want to believe those things," Thea says cluickly, "so you 
lvon't have to care about anyone. You're afraid. You're a coward. You 
want to believe in evil . . . It's for you, for your protection. I know. 
I can hear it in your voice. You don't want to love anybody, you're 
afraid. you don't want to give a damn about anybody, I know, I knou,, 
yo11 don't want to feel anything. . . ." 
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Evelyone is shocked. I want to hush Thea, I want to put my hand 
':z!ltly over her mouth. She has been speaking so passionately! Though 
I am an outsider here at Lake Park I know that my sister hay violated 
3 rule: She has insulted the others by speaking about something real. 
\Irs. Redrew is upset, the emaciated girl is picking at her thumbnail, 
the red-headed woman is staring at Thea. They aren't goins to forgive 
her for that outburst. 

"Thea, why don't you eat your dessert," I hear myself saying, 
in a bright, false voice that isn't mine. "You always liked lime pie a9 a 
Qrl. and this is so delicious. . . ." 

"Is it?" Thea says sharply. "Take mine, then. 'Iere." 
"Thea, I-" 
'Yes. Go on. What else did you come for? Take it. Here." 
The other womcn stare as Thea pushes the plate to me. I am too 

startled to be embarrassed or offended; but her rudeness is familiar, 
after all. I happen to catch the gaze of the red-headed woman, who 
looks at me pityingly. I n  that instant she strikes me as kin of mine, 
as close as any sister. 

"Here," Thea says fiercely. 
5 5 * 

Afterward, more questions about the family. Aunts, uncles, cousins. 
Jly husband and his family. Neighbors. Friends. People in Juniper. 
Does she care about them, does she even remember . . . ? She inter- 
rogates me in her polite, disinterested voice. She is playing at being 
a sister of mine. 

Deliberately she asks ahout my sister-in-law Beth-knowing how 
Beth hurt my feelings, shortly after I married Dwight. Talkin: behind 
my back, saying such cruel, outlandish thinps! Of course Thea knows. 
4nd of course she must ask. And horc is B d h  . . . ? 

If I'm upset I don't show it. Zot a bit. 
Dear Sally, she begged, please come to see me, I need to talk to 

someone close, I need to folk to got[, only to yozr . . . No one else 
understands me, except you. 1.0 one else cares about me. Sally, please 
forgive me, do YOIL forgice me . . . ? I'm so lonelg here. I coulcl die, 
I'm so lonely. Lonel): is she? Not Thea! Never. Look at her smoking 
a cigarette, cool and poised as she was as a fifteen-year-old, intimi- 
dating her eleven-year-old sister. Who worshipped her, of course. Who 
knew no better than to worship her. Dear Sally, the letter begged, 
and so Sally came, hopeful as always, and so Sally walks alongside 
Thea, a little ridiculous, perhaps, in her new suit of lightweight green 
wool and her new, uncomfortahlc shoes. Sally is being interrogated. 
Aunts, uncles, brothers-in-law, second cousins, former friends, neigh- 
hors . . . and what of Mother's grave, what of the cemetery, are the 
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8 Tm Soum CAROLINA REVIEW 

plots neat, are the gravestones in good condition? And what of Lany? 
And Bonnie and Dave? 

I am not supposed to tell Thea anything that might disturb her. 
I think she knows this or senses it-she's intelligent enough-and so 
she watches me closely as I answer. I'm not a very good liar. But I 
manage well enough. "As far as I know, Larry and the children are 
fine," I tell her. "They're living in Chicago." 

"How are they? The children-" 
"They're fine." 
'7s he married yet?" 
"I don't know." 
"He's married, is he?" 
'1 don't know, Thea." 
"But you write to him, don't you? . h d  he writes to you?" 
"No." 

"You talk on the telephone-? 
"No. Not reallv." 
"Does he know you're here, today? Visiting me?" 
'Tm sure he doesn't-" 
She seems exhausted suddenly. Her thin shoulders droop. 
"It's such a mass of lies," she says. "Oh Jesus. I can't sort them 

out. Ugly vicious lies. You've always been the worst of them all . . . 
Do you talk to him on the phone? Do you talk to my children on the 
phone? Do you? . . . Just tell me the truth, please. Please, Sally." 

'The truth . . . ? But I, I always tell the truth," I say weakly. 
It's a terrible moment: Thea and I on the gravel walk, staring at 

each other. There are things she must not know, things she must not 
even guess. How much does she remember of what happened?-of the 
terrible thing she almost did? Her eyes are so pale, so clear. The rage in 
them seems so innocent, like a child's rage. Thirty-six years old! And 
she was meant to be always seventeen. That was her ideal age. She 
was so beautiful then, heartbreakingly beautiful, she had so much spirit- 
everything lay before her. I was jealous, yes, but not spiteful, like some 
of the other girls. Like at least one of our cousins whom I won't name. 
Of course Father loved her best, of course Mother favored her, who 
wouldn't have favored Thea? I didn't mind. I loved her so much myself. 
We were always so different, entirely different. Even as babies, they 
said. Thea fussed and demanded things and had to have her own way, 
and I was good-natured and smiled a lot and rarely sick. So they say. 
I'm sure it was true. Thea was a colicky baby, the poor thing thrashed 
about in the bassinet and cried and cried, there was no comforting her. 
She had to be held. She had to be fussed over and loved, they said, 
she was just so high-strung. And such a pretty child . . . 1 Somehow it 
doesn't matter if you're pretty, people will endure your tantrums and 
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-wn admire them, in a perverse way, and forgive you afterward. Most 
-' ?be time. Her fiancb Jesse didn't forgive her, though, that nice boy 
':om Vii,hia, and of course Larry didn't-but that was only a few 
wars ago, when Thea wasn't seventeen any longer and things had .. ..run to change. I wonder what the world looks like to her, as it begins 
t- s!ide away from her . . . ? In this sunlight she really looks haggard. I 
ran see clearly that her hair has become thin. Who would ever have 
31essed it-Thea's lovely hair thinning out like old Aunt Rosellen's? 
ji-h!;, Thea used to make jokes about Aunt Rosellen's wig1 Thea's hair 
!zed to be thick and lustrous and of course she wore it in the most 
Zxttenng styles, mainly a page-boy, which was fashionable at the time, 
w t  now you can practically see the poor thing's scalp, in this bright 
:~mlight, and there's no body or shape to her hair at all. I wonder, is 
t because of her refusal to eat right, these past few years? And all 
"lzt drinking. . . . Bourbon, they said, I don't really how because I have 
never talked with Thea about it, directly about it, or about the accnsa- 
'ions Larry made against her, or the divorce itself, or the trouble with 
Ronnie and Dave afterward; of course she knows that I lmow, but 
cince our childhood we have observed certain rules, not mentioning 
certain things, but talking deftly around them. It's a strain, a tenible 
*train, but I have to respect her wishes; everyone in the family was 
!<kc this, perhaps everyone, in all families, is . . . ? All I know is that I'm 
a poor liar. I make my way falteringly, doing the best I can. 

'You always tell the truth," Thea repeats slowly. For a moment I 
fhink she is accusing me: then I realize that she is quite serious. IIer 
:yelids flutter rapidly. I wonder-has her brain been damaged, has her 
ntelligence been dected? Alcohol would do it, of course, and poor 
mtrition. The carbon monoxide, mayhe-? I just don't know. The last 

visit here at Lake Park, I spent an hour discussing my sister with her 
doctor, Dr. Ganley, a very nice woman in her fifties, extremely nice, 
courteous and soft-spoken, maybe just a trifle opinionated-but that's 
to be expected, after all-and I explained to her that Thea has really 
been a problem to the family for ahnost twenty years now, or maybe 
even thirty years: such vicious temper tantrums, and her bouts of 
-veeping, and breaking thinzs, and shouting obscene words. That was 
low she learned to get her own way. But it was an early sign, wasn't it, 
)f her sickness . . . ? After her rages she would be sweet and lucid and 

jretty again, in control. Always in control. She hurt other people- 
hurt her best friends in high school, and a number of boys-she had 
to hurt the boys, I think, thongh I don't know why, just as she had to 
hurt her husband-and then she'd walk away and make new friends, 
always new friends. She had a string of "best friends" and a string of 
boy friends. I did envy her, of course, I admit it. We were always so 
~mple te ly  different, people seemed surprised that we were sisters. . . . 
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Our teachers seemed surprised. Thea was bright and quick and got 
good grades, without working hard, wide I was much slower, had 
dif6culty concentrating if I had to read for more than ten or fifteen 
minutes at a time, and my good grades were the result of hard work, 
terribly hwd work; after Thea left home I did better, but school never 
came easily for me. Dr. Ganley was quite interested in what I told her. 
I was like the older sister, I said. and Thea was like a baby sister. 
She broke things and I repaired them. She hurts people and I heal them. 

Still she is staring at me. blinki~~g rapidly. "You . . . came to visit 
me, to tell me the tmth." she ca!-c clmvly, gropingly. 'In my letter I 
asked . . . You don't have to te!! me a!~out Larry, 1 Imow he's married 
again, I had a terrible dream ahorlt . . . about him and another woman, 
a young girl in a wed din^ dress . . . I won't ask about him. But Bonnie 
and Dave: they just rlon't i l - r j t ~  I hirSl:r!y czrd, and a little note, and . . . 
Are they all right? .\re t !~:- YVC!!? DO the!. think about me, do they 
remember me= Do they remml,er ~v'iat happened . . . ? Larry didn't 
tell them, did he? 'I!nr niuch do thr!. know? 

The queer way she is lookinn at me makes me very nervous. My 
stomach is ques!- with all this s h h ,  and that second piece of pie 
at lunch . . . which I ate without tasting, without any appetite, just 
wantin? to set the meal over. Thea knows I cannot tell her anythiig 
that will upset her; she mrmt know. As a girl she pried secrets from me 
all the time. She forced me to betray certain confidences and she forced 
me to lie to friends of hers, boys and girls both. To everyone else she 
was a little princess, with her big green eyes and lovely skin, but I 
lrne~v her for what she really was, and she has never forgiven me- 
never. Sometimes I think that Thea hates me more than anyone in the 
world. More than she hates Larry, even, or that man-I can't remember 
his name-that man who supposedly wanted to marry her and then 
changed his mind. You cal't be a little princess to your own sister. 

'Thea, I think we should head back," I tell her. "We must have 
walked a mile. . . ." 

"'A milel For Christ's sake, Sally, we haven't walked a quarter of 
a mile," Thea says, "the building's just behind us. A little exercise won't 
hurt you. You're putting on weight, aren't you?" 

"Why, no, I don't think so. I don't think so." 
"I don't think so," she says cruelly. 
Once, years ago, she came home from the university in the middle 

of a school week, just showed up at home without any announcement, 
and sat on the living room sofa crying her heart out to Mother and me. 
Of course it was something about a boy-her first "rcal" love, she said- 
and Mother and I did everything we could to comfort her. Mother was 
terrified-she had thought, of course, that Thea and the boy had made 
lov+she might even have thought that Thea was pregnant-but that 
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. -.CC . . L thp caw at all, Thea would never have slept with any boy, 

;-. not before marriage. She was a virgin when she married and 
...- as I. In that single respect we were alike. (Which is why her 

- '.li.litics aftcr her marriage, after Dave was born, always astonished 
-,- ~ 1 .  ) So she wept and wept and we comforted her and the tclephone 
I ? ?  and it was for her, it was her boy friend calling, but she wouldn't -. 
*. --  to him, she ran upstairs and locked her door, and that night the 
. . >  of us talked late, she invited me into her room, she asked me to 
';-:I in the other bed, the way she had had her best friends stay nver, 

'?'<!I school, and we talked about all sorts of things . . . even about 
;--,.I?. frightening things like Daddy's death, and how much money 
' ;'!-r had from the insurance, and what life was supposed to be, 
. ' .  8 '~er  there was a God or not, whether there was a hell, whcther 
' - <nu1 really existed and would survive the death of the body. . . . 

rm remember some of the things we said to this day. I was 
-. ~rn-ed-up, my teeth were practically chattering, and Thea seemed 
-.-? moved too. Life and death and the soul and God. And love. 
!-XI marriage. What was marriage, what would it mean to be married? 
.., 
, :>nt was a husband, what was a wife? Did we want to have 
';:'!!ren? How many? I felt so special, so privileged, just to be with 

.x overnight, to lie wide awake listening to her talk, listening to her 
- - -  roft daring voice. The things she said . . . I And she was smoking 

- 3-cl, which was forbidden, of course: in fact, she was forbidden to 
-.,l:e at home. But as long as she smoked in her room Mother pretended 
' n.as well. Poor Mother, she must have seen the ashes and cigarette 
.-:t!s in Thea's wastebasket, Thea couldn't have been bothered to hide 
?)-thing, but of course Mother never mentioned it, in my hearing at 
,act. Thea was the little princess who coolcl do no wrong. . . . Rut I 

I v e d  her, I felt so privileged that she should talk to me ahout anything at 
?I!. It was as if I had become her best friend at last. And then, the next 
morning a call came for her. ancl it wr.ac lier boy friend, and this time 
Thea talked with him-for forh7-fix-e minutes. in fact-and she wept 
ayain-but the disaseement TZ:as smoothed out and she got the eight- 
riteen bus back to the university and left Mother and me behind, just 
:eft us behind, not even boiherin? nit11 breakfast. I was so surprised, I 
could hardly believe it. I think I xvas terribly hurt by what she did but, 
at the time, I didn't even acknowledge it to myself. Those long intense 
hours of conversation . . . the tllings she asked me, the confidences 
s'le made to me . . . and then, in the morning, everything was changed, 
everything was forgotten, all intimacy was shoved aside and she was 
' ~ c k  at being Thea again . . . with no more than a lushed goodbye 
iss for poor stupid pimply-faced little Sally. 

Hasn't that been the pattern? All these years? 
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W h y  do you look so angly, Sally," Thea asks tonelessly. 'You 
shouldn't frown like that, you'll get wrinkles. Driving all the way down 
to Lake Park just to stuff yourself at lunch and get winded on a five- 
minute walk, and to tell such clumsp lies, why, the least you can do is 

3, give me that nice big bright toothy g i n  of yours. . . . 
'We'll go back to the hospital," I say quickly. "Aren't you supposed 

to rest this afternoon, didn't you have a nap last time I was here, after 
lunch. . . Y' 

"That's better," Thea says. "Sow you're smiling. Yes, that's much 
better." 

'We'll go back, Thea," I <a\-. taking her arm. 'We've walked long 
enough." 

0 0 0  

Thea has tried her hest to n~i !~  this visit but I refnse to allow it 
to happen. L a ~ t  time. I x t . ~  c5nckr2 at her behavior and went away 
badly hurt, and it lvacn't i~n ' i !  c?ayc later that I realized that I could 
not judge Thea by nrdinnn cianr'xrr'c: she was Thea, after all, and she 
was sick. I had to !oc.r!vc hrr. I had to ipore  the things she said. 
This time I'm hexer ?:??xed and she can't hurt me, not a bit. Let 
her tr).! Back in ! ~ c r  rnom now she's pretending to be contrite and I 
am pretmdigr tn eo don? with her, but I'm not fooled, I'm never 
goin? to ?E im!ed :>y her again. 

'Tm som. I said those things, my r runs on, things pop 
into it and I hear myself saying them," '~llca .,,,, in that maddening 
tonelrss voice of hers, as if she is drugged and .not really listening to 
her oxrn \vords. '1 think maybe I am a little tired, Sally. I love the fresh 
air but it makes me tired . . . and I seem to lose control of myself." 

Her room is smaller than I remember. She was always vain about 
her room at home, and of course the big showy house Larry bought for 
her, with that expensive furniture, and the expensive Oriental rug, 
but now it looks as if she doesn't much care, she has done very little 
to make this room her own. It's attractive enough, with a fairly nice carpet 
and curtains and white-painted furniture, crowded together, and a little 
writing desk up against the window. A girl's room. A solitary girl's 
room. Thirty-six years old, married to that manrelous man, so very, 
very fortunate to marry him-and the mother of two adorable children- 
and look where she is now, look what she is now: I want to cry some- 
times, just thinking of it. But at least she's regaining her health. She 
hasn't had a drink, I believe, in almost a year. 

There are a number of books on the desk, by authors whose names 
I don't recognize. I pick up one of the books and leaf through it and 
am surprised to see some of the pages annotated. It's poetry, it isn't 
anything I'm familiar with, I seem to remember now that Thea had 
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. . ?nee in high school and had even tried to write poems, for a 
. . 

-. \x-hich she showed only to one of her teachers; but of course . . - - '  ::y canle of it. She had no talent. To be born woman is to know . . . - -' !r? must labor to be beautiful. What do these words mean, why 
; n e a  underlined them? 

S'le takes the book from me, frowning. 
' I s  this something you studied in college? I ask. 
Tes." 
She lies down, slipping off her shoes. She does look tired and 

.'-zu.n. I pull the quilt up over her; it's Grandma's old quilt, a bird-of- 
--. :.z<!ice design, that I hadn't even known Thea still had. She lies 
-..? but doesn't close her eyes. 

-?lease don't leave, Sally. Not yet." 
"But-shouldn't you nap?" 
"I'm not going to sleep, I just want to Lie still for a few minutes. 

' I- heart feels jumpy. I just want to rest. But don't leave, I'm not going 
- ?!rep. Sally?" 

I am standing by her window, admiring the view. The way the sun 
; clantins onto the hills . . . those rust-colored weeds . . . those lovely 
---rrrrcens. And the mountains in the distance. The wind is blowing 
:':ltes of cloud about. It's late autumn. It's going to be cold tonight. 
' -  run is shining hard, the wind is beating at the trees, a raw wind, 
.-.:!kg and discomforting. What is that bird out there, at the edge of 

\voods? It's hovering in the air, a hawk of some kind, wings moving 
-.-:dl!.. A sparrow-hawk? Daddy used to know the birds and tried 

irzch me but I'm afraid I have forgotten nearly everything. . . . 
such weather I feel nervous and excited and not myself. All sorts 

< things are blown through my mind, raw patches of words, half- 
~ u g h t s  that alarm me because they're not my own. Such as: I was 
:.? one who found Thea and the children there in the garage, I was 
:e neighbor who discovered them. r h o  called the ambulance and the 

??!ice. Or, worse: I was the one. not Thea. who woke the children 
m.1 bundled them into snoxrsoiir and took them out, half-asleep, at six 
:I the morning, into the garare. into the car, and turned the ignition on 
and sat there, huddled tncetlier b-neath a blanket, waiting for every- 
-:ling to end. I remembrr S I I C ~  strange, vivid details . . . The red 
..\-ason, Dave's little toy n-awn.  jammer1 beneath the dashboard so that 
" :e  accelerator \x:ould rema::, depressed; the comforting sound of the 
?x's motor; the smell of ho~irhon and cigarette smoke. 

I t  makes me shiver. iust to have such crazy thoughts. 
Tally' \Thy are you clotin: the blind? Leave it open, the sky is 

:-, blue . . . I like to lie here and look out." 
Tbe sun is shining into the room. It's too bright. 
"Sally-? she says weakly, petulantly. 
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14 THE SOUTH CAROLINA REVIEW 

"Because you should sleep," I tell her, "it's the best thing for yo1 
Now that the blinds are closed the room seems much cozier. 

"You aren't going to leave, Sally, are you? When you just came? 
There's so much for us to talk about. . . . I know you and Larry confide 
in each other, I know you talk on the telephone, I know, I h o w ,  even 
during the divorce you were in contact. and the two of you came to t 
hospital together, I know, but I'm not going to ask about that, I promi 
Sally, I won't ask. It's just abont fonnie and Dave," she says groggi 
"I want to know if they lmo~v. I mean, if they understand. They weren't 
awake when I . . . when I took them out into the . . . into the garage, 
it must have seemed like somethin? happening in a dream, the way it 
seemed to me, don't you thinl:' I! cnuldn't have heen real to them. 
And I don't think L a m  \vou!d evcr te!! t!~em, do vou? Sally? Of course 
he hates me and I suppose he hnc evey rinht to hate me, hut he wouldn't 
want his own c11ildrr.n to knnn.. -:n.:!? ! ~ e  . . . what their mother tried 
to do? And of course ?-or1 1 - ~ 7 1 1 r ? ? ' t  te!l. 1 mean. no one in the world 
would cver tell them. no one ~ o u ! d  ever be that cruel. . . ." 

'Why don't yon s!t.e?. Then? 
"But don't leave. P!ease. . . . Sometimes when you aren't here I 

dream about yon. ynu're r'zht in the room with me, and you say such 
awful thinzs. you !lave Bonnie and Dave with you, and . . . ." 

Her hrenth catches, her voice trails off. She slips helplessly into 
sleep like a snimmer, exhausted, slipping beneath the surface of the 
water; fi~zned donn\vard by gravity. I sit at the desk, watching her. 
\ ly nexrs are in shreds, my stomach isn't settled even now. I don't 
knon- hhon long I can coutiilue this masquerade. Lying to her. Lying 
to her abont the children and what they know and what they should 
know, what they must someday he told. I'm going to visit your mother 
next week. I told little Bonnie when Larry wav out of earshot, do yml 
have a message for  he^? 

No. Because B o ~ i e  doesn't have a mother any longer. 
Thea sleeps. Sometimes she stirs, moans faintly, querulously. I sit 

here, waiting in the dark. I am very patient. I have years and years 
before me. It's true, as she said, that I can't lie: that is, I'm clumsy 
at lying. So if she continues to interrogate me about the children and 
how much they know I will have to be cautious, not to give away any 
secrets, not to upset her. (She is, after all, high-strung.) 

Well. Isn't it sad. In my imagination I rehearse what I will tell 
people back home. Isn't it the saddest thing, isn't it tragic, that lovely 
young woman Thea, a nervous collapse and a steady decline and the 
doctors say she will probably never be strong enough to return to the 
outside world, just thinking of it makes my throat ache, and tears flood 
stinging into my eyes, and I feel as if my heart would break. Always, 
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~ ~ . . ..+ <:.::,:k 
' - .  . . ... ood, I was exactly the opposite of Thea: things 

.~ . .: - ..-. . . . me. I was very sensitive, I wept easily, I had delicate 
~ - 7 --.. .. . . . : :eel. even, the wounds of others and wanted to protect 
.' .- I:>:r:s and I heal. I should tiptoe out of the room hut she 
' -..- :a come, she begs me to stay, to tell her all the ugly things 

11': h o w ,  all the ugly truths about herself, how can I abandon - the only person who loves her. She has no husband, she has 
pn. The bright peopled world of Thea's admirers has shnink 

. -.c. only to m: no one else remains. 
'- '-: :!eep she murmurs, "Sally. . . ?" 
,.. - 

:. I say at once. "I'm here. Of course I'm here. Don't worry, 
.. ' -- \ - ~ r  leave you." 

K. 

they said 
her hair 
was a fire 
burning in the tips 
of a frazzled Brillo pad- 
they said 
she washed 
her hair 
with the dry 
blue powder- 
that feels like oil between my hands- 
of Tide-- 
they said 
she washed 
her body once a month- 
the!: said 
s h ~  immerc~d her 
self in I-?-sol 
once a month- 
f iat 's  \\-!int they said 
ant! I I~e!ieved them 
bein< nine years old 
and kl:o\ving 
I mas born 
on a mind-swept ledge 
and swaddled in new snow- 

D m o m  ANN GAGE 
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FIELDS 
I return to the fields of my childhood, 
to the tall, gray, bristling weeds 
where the millcweed pod cracks open 
and the gray shafts grow so high, that to move through them 
we skip and leap, catchina glimpses of where we are 
and where we are going- 
or crushing them underfoot, 
snapping the dry stalks to break a path through 
to the wood's edge. 
Tangled in stickers. 
burrs clingine to our socks and pant legs, 
we are seedy 
with the dust of a ~Inzpr! stalks. itching 
with ticks ant! c!?izzcrc h'~rm\x-ins under the skin 
in the Ee!dc 
where one haw!< circles. 
scourin: ??I. rr-.:r!r? inr :A? slizhtest bending of a grass blade. 
For n.r i-I:-.-? ..-ix'. tAe ?rer and the fieldmice, with 
the rzl~l~i! !?,:tit.? ou? pi hi2in~. romping 
x.:!?ilr h c v q  \?!':.::?s 2!m 
a!,ove a 5 !rep. lia!f out of sisht, barely stirring their long wings. 
F,in.rea!. crave as they match, 
the \ I ! ~ ! ~ F S  !lap and wheel 
o h v c r  the horizon-for down here 
a!! thing are alive and hopping. 

Summer, and those broken stalks blossomed, 
greened, gained in resiliency; bleeding 
white when the shaft was broken, 
even the weeds gave milk. Blue flowers 
blossomed on dried crowns, white aureoles 
gathered over battered weed clumps, and black-eyed Susans 
swayed by the thousands 
in the field burnt off last season. 
And among the s t a h ,  an ankle-high undergrowth 
of grass and ground-running vines 
sweetened with wild strawberries. 
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I-:.:c. . !hat mean of stickers, 
-:<- . <-. . . . !,11s11es rolling like breakers 
: ........n! in their halos of bees, 
(.__._ . _ _ ~ i t h  black berries and flowers . .- '... ?.-!decl a musk 
' 3  :Fie nlready heavy air. 

There, on a summer morning, surrounded by such fields, 
we could look out over the lawn 
in four directions 
2nd see nothing but trees- 
Frees ringing the horizon 
in groves, or thickening into forests 
!!>at dropped down rocky hills threaded with streams 
!!:at gathered to a river. 
'lhile a warm wind rattled under the grape arbor, 
a ring-necked pheasant took wing 
and settled among the pine boughs in the distance, 
or a quail trailing fledglings 
skittered awkwardly into our garden, or hopped 
in single file down the dirt lane that ran past our house. 
In silence, or naming the names 
of towhee, cardinal, h c h ,  or indigo bunting, 
we eyed the natural world-the snow bird 
on a silver sheen 
replacing the towhee on the grass, 
the geese crossing over in formation, 
HI-ice yearly-once north, one south- 
or the blackbirds, an infinite stretch of pepper, 
blowing across the sky for days 
from daybreak to nightfall. 
It was there on our island of grass 
we saw oak and sycaniorp surrcnderin: 
to the everqeen 
fir and pine 
that, laden ni th rnin-?!:~rer!. frozen snow, 
cau5ht th? IZTLCI !:<!it 

of eveninc. mi! i ;- d2>-s 
would s!lakc ! k t  !ilir;!.n oB 
with a steadv cI?.rinz. 
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LOWELL'S MOTION: NOTEBOOK AND AFTER 
PHILIP  COOP^ 

1. Preamble 
In 1967, at the age of fifty, Robert Lowell read his poetry a t  the 

MLA convention in Chicago. Asked what he thought about form and 
content, he replied: 9 think it's a\rW when they don't grapple." I re- 
member the laconic retort because the wvord grapple is arresting, and it 
offers a key. Meter and matter don't iust suit each other, they don't sim- 
ply fit or blend, they grrrpldc: thr re!ationship between them is dynamic, 
not static. Change, or snrprice. i c  ?!I? key. Freshness in poetry, like a 
fresh place on the pillo\\-. jic a matter of contrast. "It really doesn't matter 
whether one style is better ?!la? tiir. !act." Loww~ll says. 'When it no longer 
serves, you must arlvenw~e." 

During the six ?-cars t'i?! r?!!n\r.ed his reading at MLA, Lowell pub- 
lished five ve~olumec d ~!-:~ir~.-"?c~! smripts: Sotebook 1967-68 (1969), 
Notebook (1UTo . xn.! t '  .- ':,--:- \ . : ? iwvs  published sim~~ltaneously in 
197S, For Liz:? an2 i lcmir t .  I!:?y!, and Tlie DoTphin. With The Dol- 
phin. the flow n-i co-ni-is :?--.rrn:!!. reached its conclusion. In the follow- 
in? year. 10-4. ~r-54-2 Lon:i:! pu!~lichecl a set of ten poems, nine were 
in frer 1 - e : ~  7 . ~ ?  : ' ~ R C P  were io!!o\ved by at least ten more free-verse 
p o c ~ s  hy t ! ~  en? oi  1975. The h a 1  poem of the first set is titled 
*IIon?ecornh;." It helilns: 

Since 1930-as was is. 
The boys in my old gang 
startle me. They start up 
bald like baby birds- 
we talk of retirement. 

It is a new version, drastically rewritten, of "Returning," from his 1964 
volume For the Union Dead. 

Lowell's return to free verse, which he had scarcely used since Life 
Studies and Fur the Union Dead, marked the completion of a ten-year 
cycle of work in the stricter forms. I-Ie began his career with vcry tight 
meters, broke through to free verse in Life Studies and POT the Union 
Dead, returned to stricter forms in Near the Ocean and the neo-sonnets 
of the Notebook years, and then once again began to explore free verse. 
The principle of alternation evidently governs the larger developments 
as well as the smaller, and governs choices of subject as well as of meter. 
'You say X have become more overtly concerned with public events," 
Lowell said in 1971, "but true public poetry must come as an inevitable 
accident. I grew up in anti-artist-sage days, when Eliot and Picasso 
worked in one surprising style for some years, then surprised with an- 
other-maturing without becoming public voices or portents. Who wants 

1181 
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.. 
r?. t.7 cnciev? Have a resonant poem for each great issue?" 
,.:.;n ? ...... .. ..t-%een two worlds, public and private, is a conspicuous 

! Lr-\re!:s work. 
i-:r- the workings of surprise, the principle of alternation or os- 
inride individual poems, I want to consider first some of the 

. , . .. c., : . sonnets, with examples from four different volumes, and 

.--1e of the free-verse poems, from the concluding phase of Lowell's 

2. Notebook (1970) 
- ''le same conversation, published in The Review in 1971, b e l l  
,... -'---! what, in Notebook, he felt the fourteen lines actually did. 

-i me rhetoric, formal construction, and quick breaks," Lowell . . 
'\luch of Life Studies is recollection; Notebook mixes the day- 

, I . :c  .. ..h the history-the lamp by a tree out this window on Redclifie 

- -  . . . or maybe the rain, but always the instant, sometimes chang- 
t ic  lost. A flash of haiku to lighten the distant. Has this something 
wi:h a rhymeless sonnet? One poem must lead towards the ncxt, 
!?:rly complete; it can stride on stilts, or talk. . . . It can say almost 

~nversation or correspondence can." 
tried putting into the Notebook stanza (he sometimes called 
and Notebook a long poem) all kinds of material-including 

apparently raw) fragments of: quoted correspondence or con- 
As he says in the "Afterthought" to Notebook: "I have taken 

1)- books, used the throwaway conversational inspirations of my 
':, and much more that I idly spoke to myself." He experimented 
i nide range of effects. One extreme of that range is shown by 

7 House," a poem that does not appear in the subsequent volumes. 
3 e  open house is evidently a party in Boston. The voices are those 

. '  '- ?uests, and finally the host. The host speaks the last sentence, in 
' 'c-i-distance telephone call to Gan-, Indit~na; eventhing else is said 
. . 
c qests, who are hlack and intend a pun on "soul." They refer to 
::?st as "IT'hitey," tlir !anilllr!>-. ":I rir!' and "the Virgin Mary." He 

. . - l r s  to be a drunken victim i:! ?i~!.-:ical assault and extreme insult; 
..ye know nothin? e ~ c e p i  !y i:!!~~ence-rather agile inference--from 
;-)arently . . ., . , raw iraz,?i:!ii i'i c8?n\.ersation. The words are evidently 
i:-!moked from thr :i\ilz cter-r.' or else jottings from a notebook, 
' irlm the notclro~k: oi  i . n:~...xrricl~t. . These fragments are organized 

I-..) ways: firct liy cm:rii.!::?c the grotesque play of the wit with the 
. . .. . .,. :. violence oi :!I. ? c r ~ : : i .  ,md finally by contrasting the cumulative 

. . 
.- -? x x i t h  the ir:l?:i? or \-ulnerability at the end. AU this is capped - 5 irony of the tl::~. F i e  poem veers from sensationalism to senti- 

md is rescued. 3 rescued it is, mainly by the puzzled con- 
ween pox-e-- and love, in the h a 1  sentence: 'You believe in 
e use for  pace*! outside imagination. . . ." If the poem suc- 
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ceeds, if the atmosphere of racial tension is sufficiently charged, then, on 
rereading, even the apparently factual speci6cation of Gary, Indiana, 
connotes Cowboys and Indians, and suggests our national history of 
racial strife. 

I t  is a risky poem, no doubt considered either on social or on literary 
grounds. But its omission from Hirton~ (where versions of its companion 
sonnets, "New York" and "Sounds in the Night," duly appear) is not 
a matter of poetry but of social tact: the material is too disturbing. 

3. The C r d  in Everything God Made: 

History, For Llszie on<! tlnm'et, and The Dolphin 
In 1973 Lowell puh!ich~d rirnu!taneonslv three volumes: a new vol- 

ume of the unrhymed sonnptc. cz'lprl Thc Dolphin and dedicated to his 
new wife, Caroline: a matchinz 1-n:ilme of the old unrhymed sonnets, in 
new versions and in a n m  orzcr. For Lizzie and Harriet, for his fonner 
wife and their dau*:~r: and ilisfor!~, containing the rest of the Note- 
book poems, rearran"?.! in rhrnnolo$cal order and rewritten, together 
with eizhh nexr- sonne3. One of these is 'Uvi-Strauss in London." 

"Levi-Strauss in London" develops a theme of opposition or cleav- 
age-"the crack in eventhing God made"-beginning with the opposi- 
tion implicit in the tit!e: the French social anthropologist, the London 
scene. The principle of opposition, the surprise of the imagination's leap 
between the poles of contrast, is well illustrated in Tristes Tropiques, 
where L&i-Strauss tells how he hiked "along the flank of a limestone 
plateau in Languedoc nine the line of contact between two geo- 
lo~ical strata." His di a paradigm of structuralist imagination: 

Every landscape nrrr-r first of all as a vast chaos, which leaves 
one free to choose the meaning one wants to give it. But, over and 
above agricultural considerations, geographical irregularities and 
the various accidents of history and prehistoiy, the most majestic 
meaning of all is surely that which precedes, commands and, to a 
large extent, explains the others. A pale blurred line, or an often 
almost imperceptible difference in the shape and consistency of rock 
fragments, are evidence of the fact that two oceans once succeeded 
each other where, today, I can see nothing but dry soil. As I follow 
the traces of their age-old stagnation despite all obstacles-sheer 
cliff faces, landslides, scrub or cultivated land-and disregarding 
paths and fences, I seem to be proceeding in meaningless fashion. 
Rut the sole aim of this contrariness is to recaptnre the master- 
meaning, which may be obscure but of which each of the others is 
a partial or distorted transposition. 
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. . .. 
- . . ..:-.-~!ss follows across his landscape corresponds to the 

..q7 . that organizes Lowell's poem. Moreover, the essen- 
. - :..-\-i-Strauss's s tov  are present in the poem, deftly corn- 
..-:-5cnuss continues: 

:ilr miracle occws, as it sometimes does; when, on one side 
. . I!:- other of the hidden crack, there are suddenly to be found 

. . 
.-):--ion-l two green plants of different species, each of which 
i!xen the most favourable soil; and when at the same time, two 

- -.,.i:cs ~vith unevenly intricate involutions oan be glimpsed in 
k. thus testdying in their own way to a gap of several tens 
sands of years suddenly space and time become one: the liv- 

: ,':.:ersity of the moment juxtaposes and perpetuates the ages. 
-i 1. i and emotion move into a new dimension where every drop 

c -  -a!, every muscular movement, every gasp of breath becomes 
- .. ' . . .::c , of a past hhtory, the development of which is reproduced 

body, at the same time as my thought embraces its signs- 
::.?. I feel myself to be steeped in a more dense intelligibility, 

- -  i n  which centuries and distances answer each other and speak 
nit11 one and the same voice. 

compresses the story into a three-line summary at the begin- 
poem. 

L&-Strauss, seeing two green plants in a cleft 
of a c W  choosing diverse ammonites, 
imagined a crevasse of millennia spanned. . . . 

..-evity may be felt to enact the truncation performed by his host- 
-::T pas. "L6vi-Strauss in London" tells an anecdote about an in- 

- -;:?!I. and reflects on it. There is an anecdote within the anecdote: 
-:rauss was telliig Lowell the story of the ammonites ~vhen their 

. ;; intervened. The intervention-her tactless slritching to French 
-. ievi-Sbauss mas talking Euzlisb-is described as a decapitation: 
- he told me this in Enzlisl~, ow hostess spoke French; / I left the 
. \vi:h a severed head." I;o:h t h ~  nipll~re of the conversation and the 

< n z  of the head arc nnulo;nns tc, the cleft of the cliff in Lkvi- 
- ..<<.s story. 

-. ?e disparih hetween !?;- !\I-o Fc?n plants, which led to the dis- 
.. -. of the dispari? h-?~-,--? :'I. ?mmonites they have chosen for 

' 
2nd thence to imorl.l-: i:>c n-.~:nculous span of the millennia, cor- 

--.+? to the diEere!!py -:--,~,-P n :he languages, and to all the other 
;::!ens in the po3:-~: ,'>- ri-tiils are highly coherent, The tactless- 

- i  the hosteis'i C'IC~CP iln? i i r  resulting curtailment of the conver- 
-. the experience of :he severed head, the distance "from Man to 
' ' :he contrast between C6zanne and Picasso, and between their 
I-,? the sciences represented by Marx and LBvi-Strauss--all make 
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closely woven analogies. The thematic rift climaxes in the disparity be- 
tween Mam and death in the rhetorical question: 

I was so tired of camp and decoration, 
so dog-tired of wanting social hope- 
is stnrctomlism thp briarre from Marx to death? 

The 'presence of hlarx, the German social philosopher, in a poem 
about a French social anthropn!nzlct. is validated by Tristes T~opiques, 
where the story of the ammoniter ir fol1on;ed without pause by a dis- 
cussion of Manism and psyciio~no!!.sis-h and Freud. In this con- 
text "death" becomes a rnr:nn\-n for Freud (Eros and Thanatos), and 
the familiar pairs, \lam an:! Fr?r~1. and love and death, are codated 
into Man and den!%. 

The puzzle? q ~ i ~ t i - , >  -'< c,r.:rt:rrcli.~til the bridge from Marx to 
death?) leads tn :- IT" o i  C--z~-ne.  'hic cpine sticking in the land- 
scape." In a !!:ern: s i l i rp  r;! r-:!~i- Ct-zanne died a id  left his skeleton 
sticking in thp I?.:.i<.c.a-- I:.:* :::c. a~!~ionites. (In the density of associa- 
tions cre?.ter! i? t'?; --(-31. F V C : ~  i ! i~  V P I ~  muck suggests its noun and 
coherer \ri'h .in RI:--.:I;~PC. in an in ia~e that makes a pun out of stick- 
ino, an!! t ix t  r-~z-~:--zrc . . i l l  '!IF stickiness of the resin.) But there is more. 
F 1 e  i ~ ? . - n  of i:!? minr is primarily metaphorical and ambiguous. CLz- 
annP. !I:- cnntrzct n-:ti1 the "camp and decoration," the fashionable super- 
p r.?.:*: . I- nr Inari:!ienticih- represented by the hostess, threw himself en- 
+-y~.. . . :!>to . his work. In this sense the spine-the backbone-is the seat 
o! i f f ?  and the principle of vital order. C6zanne's authenticity--the au- 
t ' l o f ~  of his painting-instnlcted ourperceptions, taught us to see anew 
by sho\vin? us how to structure the "vast chaos" of the landscape. The 
imane of his spine suggests the artful, structural simplification of forms 
that is characteristic of his style, and that constitutes his signature on 
0111 world. 

By a peculiar play of submerged puns, the identity of C6zanne 
merges with the landscape. He left his pines sticking in the landscape, 
he left his spine sticking in the landscape, in the l n d s  cape, with "F'icas- 
so's bullfighter's wrist for foil and Bare," or sword and cape. The image 
of the spine sticking in the landscape becomes an imago of the bull- 
fighter's sword sticking in his cape to s t sen  or extend its flare. The land's 
cape, shadowy, huge, is a gigantic animation lilce that of the beach in 
T h e  Quaker Graveyard in Nantucket": "the beach increasing, its enor- 
mous snout I sucking the ocean's side." Ckzanne's "slow brush sucked the 
resin from the pines": his careful, painstaking art drew out the essence 
or underlying cohesive principle of the landscape. 

Picasso's flare or flair, the agile style of his bright spontaneous 
sketches. makes a foil for CBzanne's "slow brush'-foil in the sense of 
i!!iuninating contrast, as well as in the sense of the bullfighter's sword, 
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. . .  - - 
,-i art. But for all their ait, taken singly or together, 

. . - - . .- crack in everything God made": not even with their 
nr thc scientists (LBvi-Strauss, Marx) can repair the 

3 this short pocm in considerable detail to show an 
- .. . : L L  s achievement in the Notebook form. In an appar- 
. 1 .  c-~~?versational manner he has achieved immense imagi- 
. -c. cci:,n: great complexity and dense coherence. 

: :l:c I~oundary between tight and loose meter is crossed and 
.':* iine between Lowell's two worlds, the public and the pri- 
. . ,-.=, . .  ily crossed. Publication for Lowell was not an act kept 

.-% hic private life. In a note at the end of Notebook (1970) 
I sorry to ask anyone to buy this poem twice. I couldn't 
I. incl have handled my published book as if it were manu- 

-. ;n 1973, when the collection of sonnets grew and divided 
....,7. . .;...meous volun~es, one of these was essentially a private 

- !.:::ie and Harriet, for his former wife and their daughter, 
. . .??!led to balance The Dolphin, the volume of new poems 
.. . . ., . . 

. . 
- . :r physical division into three separate volumes, and de- 

- ~ l n n e m e n t ,  in History, into merely chronological order, 
: are as interconnected as ever. The chronological orcler- 

--  .lakes more strenuous dcmands on the reader, opening 
; to his imagination instead of making pre-emptive juxta- 
context of any one of the sonnets, in any volume, poten- 

-'..- rntire collection. 
- Ir example, "CVindow," in The Dolphin, fully, one needs 

' .- -!,vious context of its immediate sequence (it is the sec- 
7 cet of seven titled "Rcdcliffc Square"). One needs the 

: -' &'I? wind not only in the next poem, "America from Ox- 
!>nt also in "Wind," in History and in "These Winds,^ 

.-.i,' Mnrriet: winds of passion, winds of inspiration ancl of 
31 and political turbulence-wind ancl calnl. In this 

. . ..ne collection still behaves like a single poem-as 
- -  !la5 aspired to do. 

-.::Ti sonnet is, as Lowell says, fairly complete in itself. 
. . 

- : ,:.c a sbmcture of coutra~t that can stand by itself. 
. . - -I[:. alternate with images of staldity; both sets are 

.i nzainst each other to form, as a 31-hole, an aesthetic 

' ''- midnight trees move helter skelter 
-~:iiion can hurt the classical 
- .1 nindow of the easel painter- 
; P c r n  bands. We open the curtains: 
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a square of white-faced houses swerving, foaming, 
the swagger of the world and chalk of London. 
..it each turn the houses wall the path of meeting, 
and yet we meet, stand taking in the storm. 
Even in provincial capitals, 
storms will rarely enter a human house, 
the crude and homeless wet is windowed out. 
We stand and hear the pummelling unpurged, 
almost uneduoated by the world- 
the tops of the moving trees move helter skelter. 

The "helter skelter," chaotic movement of treetops threatens destruction 
-but its turbulence is contained in the rectilinear order of the window, 
as if it were a painting. Culture controls nature . . . for the moment. 
'Passion" is part of the nature that threatens to break bounds-or rather, 
does not threaten: "love escapes our hands." The lovers open the cur- 
tains, gaze at the storm out the window, over RedclSe Square. The rec- 
tilinear order of the window reappears in the Square, whose houses shut 
out the storm and "wall the ~ a t h  of meeting": the meeting is illicit. "We 
stand and hear the pummelling unpurged, / almost uneducated by the 
world- / the tops of the moving trees move helter skelter." The lovers 
and the storm are both "unpurged." both turbulent, in contrast with the 
"Square of white-faced houses," which "window out" unruly passions or 
storms. The poem is fairly complete all by itself. 

Yet the next poem continues the story, and the contrast: The lovers 
"have climbed above the wind to breathe." To move from Window" to 
the poem that follows it is to move away from images of storm. "Amer- 
ica from Oxford, May 1970," contrasts the calm in a meadow near Oxford 
\+-;th the turbulent political scene hack in America, with its student 
strikes and anti-war protests: "the stndents march, Brassman lances Cam- 
3~2La" But the turbulence is not only political. The wind the lovers have 
c'il!,ed above is also the wind of passion, and its problems. A reflection 
.'-,.I: the lovers in bed follows an image of American militaiy impotence: 
" r\ccman lances Cambodia- / he has lost his pen, his sword folds in 
. .  . - .  . - 71nd like felt. / Is truth here with us, if I sleep well?" And in the 

:in~s; "the ten or twelve years my coeval gives himself / for the new 
. . . .  - -- - of his divorce . . . ten or twelve years," a thought about a friend 
. . t i  also, indirectly, the emotional turbulence of Lowell's divorce . . 

' 

'3et11, who is in New York, to many Caroline, who is with him 
. ~ T!le weather is hot in Oxford, but things are hotter still in 

nrcially at home in New York: "this air so estranged and hot 
: -TP. . . . I We have climbed above the wind to breathe." 

- ..:nn Jones, when he was asked by students at Oxford 

I - -  ' -.- -eant in Notebook (in an earlier version of the poem) 
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7 - = ' !  replied: "Here in Oxford I can read Milton without reference to 
. -  !-o~k politics." 
TI? image of the wind as passion reappears most strongly in His- - in the Dante series. "Dante 4. Paolo and Francesca" is Lowell's 

- -:'?ion of the famous passage from the Inferno, concluding, "That 
- .- .c read no further." It is followed by "Dante 5. Wind," which makes 

-+tnsion of Dante's metaphor of the buileting, chafing winds on 
'1 Paolo and Francesca, in the Inferno, ride as punishment in kind 
. . 

- - :-:; crime of passion. In Lowell's poem, Francesca reappears as a 
. . -. c.~tches rowing her boat, her thighs showing, as he reflects on 

minds of passion are the winds of change for all. 

T i e  night blowing through $he world's hospital is human, 
Fr~ncesca's strife and monotony blown 
' 5 ~  the folly of Christendom that loathed her flesh- 
v e d  winds, the youthful breath of the old world, 
e3eh a progression of our carnal pleasure 
2nd a firm extension of the soul. . . . 
The girl has been rowing her boat since early morning, 
k r d  riding has never blistered her agile thighs. 
T i e  snail, a dewdrop, stumbles like the blind, 
-uts out his little horns to feel the sun. 

d ~ e  garden of Allah, man still wears the beard, 
':I? n-omen are undressed, accepting love. . . . 

They loved if one or two days of life meant much, 
then an eternity of failed desire-- 
winds fed the fire, a wind can blow it out. 

the ambivalent wind in Yeats's "A Prayer for My Daushter," 
. ~. 
; Imay is of an energy that is alternately creative and destruc- - 
I-sr Winds," a poem addressed to his own clau~hter. Harriet, in 

: - ? e  For Lirrie and Harriet, sees her compn~inc a t  the piano, in 
. .. .. .ems, and senses the i r a r i l i ~  thrraten~ri. Fx-cn 1,:- the lizhtest 
. . 

1 see these njnr'c .:-..-.;a 27- :::a ::-- . c: * *.-s. 
. .  . . the<? ?.rr -. . . . l > r ; . - . % -  . . . . . ; ' . ~ -  ~ - . . - -  -..:<.-pi: 

.~ . . . . .  . . - ... . - . . .;.- - . . ~ ~ .  ~. . 1 -.:?z!e 
- . . .  

+ - ., -. ..% . .. . . . . . . ~ ~  . . . . . .  
. . ... -" ,~ :. . . 

. - .  -c--ib!es one developed 
.. ,~.... ~,~ -u n i  the girl, and the 
.. - . .--c?n the child in the 

. . . .  . . .  . .  - - . ? ~  . , < . . 1 of musioal harmony 
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crossed by the scream of the wind in the elms. Lowell's daughter, cor- 
recting notes 

at the upright piano, 
twice upright this midday Sunday tom from the whole 
green cloth of summer 

is faced with the crack in everything God made: 

your room was once the laundry, 
the loose tap ibeats time, you hammer the formidable 
chords of The Nocturne, your second composition. 
Since you fist  #began to bawl and crawl 
from the unbreakable lawn to this sheltered room, how often 
winds have crossed the wind of inspiration- 
in these too, the unreliable touch of the all. 

Lowell's meditation for his daughter moves from what is most deli- 
cate, most fragile and most fugitive to the levelling, deshuctive, undif- 
ferentiating all. As Alan Williamson glosses this poem (in its Notebook 
version), 

The more things one sees moved by the wind, and the slighter, the 
more delicate they are, the more one seems to "see" the wind. Later 
in the poem, wind is equated with "inspiration"; while the small, 
unstable branches that respond even to a 'light wind" might be the 
slight, indefinite materials on which Lowell leans his poems, in con- 
trast to the "brush" of heavier themes. . . . The "touch of the all" is 
most surely felt in the "unreliable"-perhaps because what has no 
adequate contingent cause must fall back on the fundamental Cause, 
the whole interweaving of the cosmos. 

In the three-volume cleavage there is a formal design, built of the 
cnntrasts between the separate volumes. History, with its 368 unrhymed 
sonnets, is more than double the length of the two slim, attendant 
r-n!umes combined. Although History still includes personal material, it 
i: predominantly public, whereas the flanking volumes concern opposing 
--'- :ses of a private life. History is arranged in simple chronological order; 
I -- Liszie and fla~riet  and The Dolphin illustrate other, more complex, 

-.miner. ~ ~ Opposition, or the principle of alteration, governs the triad. 
C\~ansion of the boundaries, to recover materials formerly ceded to 

;;. 1.1s been Lowell's ambition (as I have explained in my book on 
.. ' probably since his review of Robert Penn Warren's Brother to 

- : .-;. 2 historical novel in verse. Lowell's History, by its very title, 
. :,. nm!ition; and Robert Penn Warren's theory may help to 

n x r  Lowell's design, at least his purpose: "Historical sense 

1 :<.r-.e should not, in the end, be contradictory, for if poetry 
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:? little myth we make, histoly is the big myth we live, and in our 
I. constantly remake." 
:n lus description of the rush and labor of the sonnets, the guiding 

--i?le of alternation is clear-from the classical opposition bchveen 
.?ue of line" and the onward flow, to the alternation between "the 

F the sonnet and the loose ravel of blank verse." There is novelty 
mbination of the sonnet with blank verse; but Lowell also 
f the novel as a relevant foim-though not as a simple model. 

Jru in Life Studies-it was a limitation-that each poem niight 
.zc open and single-surfaced as a photograph. Notebook is more 
1 and imagined than was desirable in Life Studies. It's severe to he 
-,:? to rendering appearances. That seems the perfect way, what 

- .-.id Pence is, but it is flattening to p o e t j s  briefer genius. . . ." 
r.:ierence to War and Peace reflects his dficult ambition, I believe, 
.::>- in the open-faced Life Studies, hut also in the jagged Notebook 

- - - r  cequence. It is the ambition for poetry to follow, in some measure, 
--;x's lead. As Lowell put it: "Warren has written his bcst book, a 
-7k; he has crossed the Alps and, like Napoleon's shoeless army, 
.ered the fat, populated riverbottom of the novel." 

-':cyond the Alps" is the opening poem in Life Studies. I t  is written 
- ::jar meter and rhyme, and so are the other three poems that form 
- me of the famous volun~e. Part Two is "91 Revcre Street," pure 

. Part Three consists of four poems about writers, written in vari- 
.-.::err. Part Four, titled Zife Studies," is divided into two sections. 

:ct is the famous series of poems in free verse about himself and 
I!. The second section concludes the volume with five poems in 
forms. One is a sonnet, for example; another is in six-line stanzas 

..me, or off-rhyme, but not meter; the concluding poem, "Colonel 
the Massachusetts' 54th," later titled "For the Union Dead," 

:?-netered quatrains. The rule seems to be to bred< the iule . . . 
'- - to remake it. LoweIl told Robert Penn Karren that the poems 

S!!rflies were sometimes \mitten first ui periect!). r i c l a r  meter 
made irregular, and sornc:irnes ~<-rirr.n 9:s: i:i ?rose and :hen 

: .:s poems. He often i>r:?n z t  n?r m c c m ~  223  crossed to the 

. ..:. i s  the djssnl!:r:.r i ,;. '. . L ~ . -  -' ,. '~ -;,-':-iA I~ybrid. Until 
. , . . . - . . . . , . : . - . -..:r.. irwd that Lowell 

,.-..+:. , ~ . ~ . -  ~ a . ! : ~ ~ ~ e  :,:': . . - .  -rc the current limits 
yp: !:.< . , . . - . - . :i;:llion but with the 

:...;. " .;' - .. . . ' . ;nrrmvs vocal- / I have 
. .. . - . ,.:- -: '! L?\x-clli vicw of history 

.~ -.-.. -...-; ~~~ . .  . ~ . - :.~ ' .~ cu'-~ired, immensely learned. 
., . - .. . - . . 
. ... . ..,.-. . . . !ie was also intuitively in- . 
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29 Tm Soum C ~ O L J N A  REVIEW 

volved in the literary evolution of our time. Hai-ry Levin, in the Tay- 
lorian Lecture at Oxford for 1974, Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, and the 
Etrropean Horizon, compares Lowell's History with Pound's Cantos, and 
sees both in a line of descent from Whihan-with Pound "closer to the 
immediate urgencies of poetry today than Eliot." While it may be pre- 
mature to rank Lowell among the giants-when Kathleen Raine com- 
pared him to Eliot, someone observed that she was leading with 
Lowell's chin-nevertheless the precedent for doing so bears on the con- 
troversy, since profound innovations are notoriously misnnderstood in 
their own time. "I suppose a poet is content to be a minority," Lowell 
said. "The public is a. lost cause." 

4. After the Sonnets 
After the sonnets Lowell returned to free verse. "Not Cleared of 

Killing," first of three poems in the Yeto York Review dated May 29, 
1975, makes a good examp1e.l At a reading in London at the annual 
Poetry International he introduced the poem with these words: 

This one's called 'Xot Cleared of Killing" and it's . . . it's one of the 
few occasional poems I've ever written. In Boston, where I was in 
the last few months, teaching, there's a very celebrated case of a 
doctor who made an abortion in the fourth month, and the fetus was 
killed, and he was tried for murder-he apparently a good doctor 
who did these things free. And, well, the liberals were for the doc- 
tor, and all women . . . or maybe just liberal women, and all doc- 
tors, but somehow the mass of the population was against him and 
he was convicted-but he got a light sentence. 

I'm not really writing about that occasion at all but about the 
fetus-it's the smallest form of man we can think of. And at three 
or four months it looks exactly like a baby, and even has its thumb 
in its mouth-this way-and it's quite . . . well, God knows what 
it is. 

His thoughts about the abortion trial grew into an irregular medita- 
5on on the image of man. The sixty--line poem divides roughly into 
tiree scenes. The first concerns the courthouse and the public event, 
\v:!ich was reported in a front-page story in The Boston Globe. 

From the public scene the poem progresses, through an increas- 
,- 

' _ ' .  personal meditation on the image of the fetus as a model for the 
- -.I- ci man, to a vision of the unforgivable Boston landscape (as iu- 

. . 
. .  . . -;-,': constantly revised, but his revisions were sometimes tryouts that he - - r '.-:.'on in favor of the original form. "Not Cleared of Killing" was con- 

. 2nd retitled 'Fetus," for Day by Day (1977), but Lowell died 
1 :r an? further revision. Throughout this discussion I keep to the 
i: TV?S published in the New York Review of May 29, 1975, and as . , . . ~ . ~ ~  .-., . .  . ... ar the annual Poetry International of that year. 
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-.a! as the landscape in "The Mouth of the Hudson") which was cre- 
---i by the Puritan commercial theocracy. The fetus is 

too young to be gladdened 
by our old New England hope of heaven, 
alone made palatable 
by a certainty of hell. 

In the second or middle section of the poem there is a climax of 
'?ntiScation with the fetus, introduced by an arresting, almost surrealis- 
'- image of the advent of death: 

When the black arrow arrives on the silver tray, 
the fetus has no past, 
not even an immovable wall of paintings . . . 
no room to stir here, 
no breathless servility, 
overacting our last day 

I writhing like a worm 
in the violet ray of science- 
our fierce scared eyes, 
our call to wiEe or sister, 
when we wake to our age, 
to find our hearts enlarged, 
all men our brothers . . . 
hypocrites pretending to answer 
what we cannot hear. 

?e lines become metrically more regular and the commitment clearer. 
But in the third and final section, beginning with a "spidered" vision 

: the hellish landscap+"winter trees, / blackened concrete storesv- 
e lines are irregular, wavering, and the tone is deliberately flattened. 
':e poem culminates in a puzzled self-knowledge. The i m a y  of the 
'.is is replaced by that of a girl on a billboard-and Lo~~.rl!'s sense of 
-mplicity in the sins of the fathers emerges ar a i~lumnz of himself 

. .':!I his own dead father: 

The girl on the billboard 
would have teased my father- 
nnkillable, uncatchahlr. 
disused as the adolescent tan on my arm . . . 
a model, she has not lost her !wk- 
unborn 
a generation too youn: for any buyer. 

All these thoughts occur to Lowell inside a car-"as I drive on." The 
:r. though only implicit, is womb-like and Lowell is therefore fetus- 
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. . --??Ire inside a mechanical womb. "MBchnnt, mechani- 
: ! , thr equation in "Cypress Street Brookline," an even 

- ;r.> an imagery of automobiles is deliberately mixed with 
-3, human body in the act of sex, and where free verse 

. ; I  nith more regular measures. In "Not Cleared of KiUing," 
. .  '.-,rcathless servility' combines with the presence of the car 

--rinps, the "savage servility" and monstrous, finned cars at 
- - ;?not!ier Boston poem, "For the Union Dead": 

The Aquarium is gone. Everywhere, 
giant finned cars nose forward like fish; 
a savage s e ~ l i t y  
slides by on grease. 

L:ke a criminal signing his crimes, Lowell is perhaps delibcrately 
*. ..-, 'nz certain associations from his earlier poems-associations of guilt 

. .- sin. The image introducing his vision-"the focus is spiderer- 
- r o + t ? -  . .....> the ambivalent images of sinful mortality in "Mr. Edwards and 
*-:- Snider." If you judge man by his works, he is a monster, a creator 
: n~~ncters:  "blackened concrete stores / bonneted for Easter with h a -  

'--.xrJs.'' 

'Tot Cleared of Killing" ends with an unsolved problem. By moving 
 reen en the images of the girl on the billboard and the fetus that was . ~. .  . -<I. the last lines keep  both present: "unborn / a generation too . ,~... ",, ... for any buyer." Through its ambiguity in the context of the 
- -*~.- it means something like this: Just as that girl is too young lor 
.' ,- ::>es of me or my father, the fetus is too young for anyone at all. 
' --' cince the girl, like the figures on the Urn and like the fetus, is 

I- '..nrn." she too is "a generation" too young for anyone at all-"for 
'y.er," since the billboard addresses itself to buyers. Both she 

- -  ,: ihc fetus are images, imaginary projections. The ambiguities and 
' r.!rression of four "generations," like Chinese boxes or Joyce's 

. ... 
- - - -  .:_a1 telephone, make a puzzle, where the fetus blurs into the girl 
: ..-:..--!1 blurs into his father-and by extension into the New England 

- . .., . . Fathers, progenitors of the commercial theocracy now judging 
. . ~..-. . _ v n .  Finally, the concluding line may even mean something like 

;.: t!ie fetus (the "generation") is too young for anyone to 'huy" 
- 

:--I. wit111 the verdict. Anyone, that is, except the public-but the 
rwrse, is a lost cause. The convicted abortion surgeon is "not 

:?in;"-but neither is it clear what it is that he has killed. 
- . - c;?iden.. God knows what it is. 
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GAMEL WOOLSEY: A POET FRO11 ,\KEY. 
SOUTH CAROLINA 

KENNETH H O P ~ S  

Gamel Woolsey was a poet. She was born at Breeze Hill PIan!atin:!. . :I. South Carolina in May, 1899, the daughter of Willian~ TT-a!ton 
'..oolsey and his wife Elizabeth, and named Elizabeth Gammell 11-oolrey. 
:ammeU being her mother's maiden name. 

William Woolsey had been an engineer--one of his nndertakines 
: ~ d  been to lay the first telegraph line from Bogota, Colombia, to the 
Illribhean. I-Iis father was a prosperous banker and business man of 
lieveland, Ohio, hut after the Civil War William settled in South Caro- 
'na, and became a cotton planter. This was in 1870, and he bought 

i h e z e  Hill in 1871. He was twice married, and his first wife gave him 
1 daughter and three sons, one of whom was afterwards Justice John 
11. Woolsey who pronounced the famous judgement that James Joyce's 
'.l!/sses was not obscene. 

William Woolsey was descended from George Woolsey, who was 
!)om in 1610 a d  emigrated from Great Yarmouth, England, to New 
b~s te rdam (by way of Holland) in 1623. This East Ailglian ancestry 
wggests a possible link with Cardinal Wolsey, who was a Suffolk man, 
wen if he didn't spell his name properly. IIe was the son of an Ipswich 
iutcher, and Ipswich is not very far from Great Yarmouth. The Cardinal, 
Thomas Wolsey, had a son Thomas, who was perhaps George Woolsey's 
rreat-grandfather, Woolsey, however spelt, is not a common name in 
!Ingland, but it occurs fairly regularly in East Anglia, and there are a 
number of people of that name in Great Yarmouth today. 

Gamel Woolsey's ancestry stems directly from Georqe \l'oolsey_ 
2nd along the way there are several celebrated names in the Dictionor!, of 
ime~ican Biography, including Theodore Dwight \T7001sey i 1W1-lS59!, 
distinguished president of Yale University, and Sarah Chaiincy 11-oo!cey 
1835-1905), who was Gamel's aunt, and wrote a famous !~rxi-sc!!er. \ I71r i t  

.Gty Did, under her pen name, Susan Coolidxe. She !ivec? a: Ye\\-port, 
3hode Island, and died when Gamel was six 

Gamel's mother was a girl from Charleston. 5011th Carolina. n-ho 
ianied in her teens; she w a s  usually ealletl Errsic. S!ie ! i d  two daugh- 
r-rs, of whom Gamel wa5 the eldest. The oi?~r-r. \f?rie. was her sister's 
?posite in temperament, and ?el-- lip ~ i i t h  a of motor racing and 
viation. In the family, Gamel \vas cal!ed Elsa. or sometimes Elsie, but 
1 later years she took her middle name. si)e!icd Gamme11, and shortened 
: to Gamel, which is a Norse word meanins "old." 

Several of: Gamel's poems refer to her childhood at Breeze Hill. The 
iginal house in which she was born was demolished in 1933, but the 

~311 
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Plantation is still occupied by the family. There is no cotton there now, 
but much remains which would be familiar to Gamel if she could return: 
a number of old barns, the sloping land and the pine trees, and a huge 
holly tree which must be somewhere near the biggest in the world. 

Gamel's principal companion seems to have been her half-brother 
Con: she shortens his name, which \%-as Conven (his mother's maiden 
name). In one poem she speaks of him by implication as the youngest 
son, but he was in fact the second cl>i!d of four; be was, however, the 
only boy who stayed at home. for his hrn:!iers were educated and after- 
wards worked in New l'ork and S r ~ x -  En$!nnd. Something of nostalgia 
lies in all these poems, perhanc ! -Pc~ , !c~  ihev mere written years later 
when Gamel was many thonc~:?.! ri  mi'e5 from her old home. "Carolina 
Low Country" was pro!x!,:y '-y--~:rl d~mrinc her life in Spain: 

I t  !\-a? the cnv2:-: \v!,.,r? :3.? n-ilr! crapes grew, 
The VinFhnrl :?!- ?: 7rs-rnen never found, 
TT-hcre cc3.:--.:--~:i . . r 'r~nn !lea\? towards the ground. 

It wzi  !'-:? mi:!tn. vhere false-jessamine bloomed, 
1:s !.-"-w C X : ~ T I ? S  tan~led in the trees: 
rye:- .. r.m54,..,-.. .: .. . . .  s\~.eemess burdening the faint breeze. 

I t  I T - ? ~  t!v cnnnm ~vhere the buzzards hung, 
\!oiinnless ~rinzs under heat's trembling hood: 
Their cold eyes aiming at their carrion food. 

I t  mas the country where the West wind blew, 
The country where the offshore seas were deep, 
The country of lost wars, sad dreams, and sleep. 

And Oh, the country of the sea-shell sands, 
And small boats sailing to the palm-fringed beach: 
The land of mined plantations, soft brown speech; 

The land of mists and memories we regret, 
The land where loves are never put away, 
Where yesterdays are better than today. 

Most of Gamel's writing has an autobiographical element, and her 
unpublished novel Patterns on the S a d  recalls again her life in South 
Carolina as a young girl growing up. The novel is dedicated to the 
memory of her father and mother and her brother Con, another indica- 
59n that he filled a larger part in her life than the other children. 
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In 1910, when Gamel was eleven, her father died. and chnri!? after- 
nards her mother took her two daughters to live in Cl?nrip;tnn. where 

doubt she still had relationsi and childhood friends. for ' i i ~  v7.i :?cn 
lly in her early thirties. 

At sixteen she was proficient in French and Latin and a!r~a.?y a 
.eat lover of poetry. Then she was stricken with tuberc~ilosis: ant! :?en! 
rnething like a year in a sanitorium, where part of her lulls \<-as re- 
oved. Gerald Brenan says in his volume of autobiography, Pcrrnna! 
?cork 1920-1972, that her melancholy seemed to date from this time. 
ving a grave cast to her expression although she could sometimes hc 
1y. 

In her early twenties Gamel left home to go to New York. She had 
fficulty now in living with her mother, who had become a heavy 
inker. Gamel had some thought of becoming an actress, and indeed 
ere are photographs of her in various productions. She settled in 
reenwich Village, living for a time in Patchin Place, where she met 
hn Cowper Powys, and afterwards his brother Llewelyn. She was now 
.iting poetry, and perhaps other things. Her poem "Early Spring: 

Sew York" seems to refer to these early days, and perhaps the lost love 
i: speaks of may be connected with her friend Edward Jeimings, of 
Charleston, who committed suicide; or to Reginald Hunter, whom she 
yet  and married after she had been a few months in New York. 

Hunter was a jomalist from New Zealand, a "tall, fair-haired. 
handsome man," Gerald Brenan tells us. He wrote a cuiious novel of 
Sreenwich Village called Porlock, and he published several collectionr 
.F poetry. 

Reginald I-Iunter was an itinerant lover, moving from flower to flnlt-er 
d never settling long with one; but his relationship xx-ith Game1 seems 
have been somewhat deeper, and when slie l~wame prezn.mt he 

~rried her in early summer 1923. Gamel was still in c!P!!c~~P !lealth. 
a d  this pregnancy had to be temiinated. .Liter tl?ic. pcr!!?ps to set her 
~p again, Hunter took her to England, but their inter?.: i n  one another 
.-.as already under a strain, and when they re:urn~.l !o Spu- Yol-k they 

ased to live together. I t  was then that Game: zii.lin took s room in 
tchin Place. Some typescripts of her ex!!- pi.i.rnc are dated from 1-A 
tchin Place. At that time John Co~:-per Pn.r?.s !ired at number 5, 

..r.here E. E. Cummings lived later. Game! w n r  livin; at number 5 in 
1927, and it was then that slie met l,Ie\~-e!y Po\,?-s during his winter in 
\cw York as visiting critic for the Sew York Herald-T~ibune.~ - 

1 But the Charleston City D~rectories of the yenn 1910-1930 do not record any 
,dents under the name Gamm~11. 

z"Up the stairs of No 5 I stood at the very place where I first saw you."-- 
,welyn Powys to Gamel Wwlsey, 20 October 1930. 
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A long poem called "By Night" begins with a note of sadness near 
desperation. This poeq would perhaps be a little earlier and may 
treat of the feelings which drove her at least to separate from Hunter; 
there are sixty lines, of which these are the !&-st few: 

Lying beside him in the night 
My thoughts go on, my thoughts go on. . . 
The window is four squares of light, 
Set in the blaclaess of the night, 
A little light until the dawn. 
My thoughts go on, my thoughts go on. . . 

I turn my head and I am bound 
My limbs are hcld by other limbs, 
Those manacles of flesh they mere, 
And I am weighted to the ground 
By bones and blood and mesh of hair. 
My thoughts go on, my thoughts go on. 

Yet another poem, "Empty Spring," expresses the loneliness of 
separation after a time in which the writer had a companion: he may 
be gone, but she looks for another: 

This bitterness, to be alone 
When the soft winds begin to stir, 
When the sun higher rides the sky, 
And something brightens in the air. 

i 
Through all the winter I have lain 
With unkissed mouth and empty eyes, 
Then sleeping deep have felt no pain, 
Have felt no wonder or surmise, 
But only turned to sleep again. 
But now-0, empty are the skies 
Because I have not found a mouth 
To dream on mine; a bitter drouth I 

Has sucked the springs and poisoned them, 
And poisoned all the summer mood, 
And slain the bird and starved her brood. 

: 2 -Tm.  this is not wholly successful: its fifteen irregularly-rhymed 
:i that perhaps it is the draft of a sonnet which went awry; 
inppens, Game1 Woolsey has a number of poems which 

:! t:ir!. were intended for sonnets. But of the strength of the 
- - -A  n n  be no doubt, and it is interesting to see powerful 

- -??id to powerful lines, as the poet's mastery became 
: ."- .,. rms. 
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I have been quoting from early, unpublished poemc. :!?5nz frmi 
the mid-l920s, and the typescripts of several of these c 2 n -  i r -  ? ? r e  
and New York address, as if prepared for submission to rn~r-:~::.7~ 

It was in November 1927 that Llewelyn Powys and 11ic  \I. .. ? ' ' -~c  
Gregory returned to New York, which they had left in the :?+-i: ,-i 
1925; and shortly after their arrival, they met Gamel. In his cornm?rt?-. 
to So W i l d  a Thing,3 Llewelyn Powys's letters to Gamel V700!se:-. \lx:- 
colm Elwin says that (as was natural in that small and lively comrnur~i!~ 
of Patchin Place) Llewelyn, Alyse, and John Cowper Powys were "cn?- 
tinually meeting 'the little poetess,"' as they called her; and the:- a!l 
liked her. In all that followed Alyse Gregory seems never to have felt 
any personal dislike or resenbent for Gamel. According to E h i n ,  it 
was Alyse herself who "connived at and suggested Llewelyds seduction 
of Gamel," and he cites her statement of 8 May 1945 as his authority; 
whether this was verbal or written is not indicated, but that the event 
described followed speedily is certain enough. Llewelyn fell in love with 
Gamel. After he and Alyse had returned to England in April 1918 Gamel 
wrote to tell him she was pregnant. A few weeks later, after an accident 
in a taxi, Gamel was taken to hospital and suffered a miscarriage. Rut 
before discussing the relationship between Gamel and Llewelyn I want 
to say a little more ahout the end of her sojourn in New York. 

As we have seen, she was already writing poetry, and it mas about 
this time that she began her autobiographical novel, One lVo!y of Lorr, 
which is about her marriage. Llewelyn Powys says in a letter dated from 
White Nose, his Dorset home, on June 18,1928, a few weeks after he rot 
back from New York-and before he knew she was precnant: "I! is 
exciting that you think of writing a novel. . . . How lovely ill? d31.q :?>at 
),ou spent in Carolina must have been. . . ." These letterr zs puh!irhed 
by Malcolm Elwin contain many omissions, and what elce L'.?~PI!TI rnirl 
we are not told; no doubt at some later time nse shall cre n n  unx1>rid~ecl 
text. But he may have said more about the proposed s!o~-. inr One I T%! /  
of Looe contains very little about South Caroli:>:r. Tr?cc.-'. i i  ir not im- 
possible that she had told him allout her other nnl-e!. i"~?:crrl.~ on the 
Sand, which is  about her life in Charleston. S. C.. !.':+ a!>r.i!: the writing 
of this I have no date and tlie novel esirtr on!%- i n  an  cn?ublishcd type- 
script. 

One W a y  of Looe begins with a pro!n~!e in which the heroine, 
Slariana, is lying in a cot in an attic i:i an n!il house by the sea- 
presumably 63 Meeting Street: C!iar!i-c:nn. \*:!lere Gamel had lived with 
her mother. We are told soniethin~ of ?I;ariaua's nature and character, 
but only in five pages, and then C!~a~ter One finds her taking an apart- 
ment in New York. Thereafter the ston- fo!lo\~-s Gamel's own life in 
Yew Yorlc, her marriage, and the trip to England. Mariana and her 

Ddverton, England: The Ark Press, 1973. 
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husband return to New York, and she leaves him, although they continue 
to meet as friends, and he urges her to go back to him. She will not do 
this, and turns to other relationships-they are hardly love affairs-and 
the book ends with her lost and solitary, about to go to bed with a 
married man. 

The later history of One Wng of Love is curious. I t  was accepted 
by a London publisher, Victor Gollancz, and set in type in 1932, and 
then withdrawn before publication because Gollancz felt that after the 
recent prosecution of his publication Children Be Happy ( a  novel based 
on the Geman play Madc11en in llnifom) there was a possibility that 
the "sexual explicitness" in Gamel's novel would bring it the same fate. 
The novel contained none of the lesbian element that had condemned 
Tlw Well of Loneliness four years earlier, but it was a period of police 
activity in this area of prosecutions for alleged pornogaphy, and Gollancz 
may have been wise not to proceed nith One U'ny of Love. I t  was 
offered to him again in 1934, and again he decided not to proceed. The 
passages concerned with sexual encounters would seem very innocent if 
published today, fifty years later; and perhaps because of their innocence 
they might serve to make the novel unacceptable now to a publisher and 
to readers. But to a reader interested in the life of Gamel Woolsey this 
novel is a fascinating document. 

Why Gollancz? About this period, the novels of Alyse Gregory and 
Phillipa Powys were published by Constable; Llewelyn's novel Apples 
Be Ripe was published by Longmans. By 1932 Gamel was married to 
Gerald Brenan, who had several books already to his name, but none 
with Gollancz. It may be that some of these publishers were offered 
Gamel's book, and declined. But in 1932 Louis Wilkinson had published 
four novels wirh Gollancz, 'and he may have used his good offices; for he 
was a friend not only of the Powyses, but of the Brenans. Unfomnately, 
the records at the Gollancz offices do not tell us very much. 

In mid-May 1929 Llewelyn Powys and Alyse Gregory returned from 
hacapr i  after almost a year of travelling abroad. Shortly after they had 
cettled in at White Nose, Gamel arrived from New York and took rooms 
in a cottage at East Chaldon, the nearest village to White Nose, which 
i c  ~Lmpl!, a tall chalk headland with a row of old coastguard cottages at 
'5- top. Gamel's life now became entwined and enmeshed with the 
.,. ..."1,> . Powys circle-T. F. Powys lived in the village, Gertrude and 
- ~. 

7: Pnnys lived on the downs in the farmhouse called Chydyok, 
-. ;...T at White Nose; and shortly after this, John Cowper Powys 

. . - ---- from New York. Malcolm Elwin tells us that John Cowper 
, - :, , . . . . 

' . . I .  !>esn  preparing material for A Gzastonbu~y Romance and 
r ~ n p  he went to Glastonhury, taking Llewelyn, Alyse, and . . .-.. It \<-as soon after this that Gamel found once again 
.-r-lnnnt. 
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A POET FROM A m -  37 

And now the former unhappy pattern repeated itsr!!. The doctor 
whom Gamel consulted advised her of thenecessity :or an ~',nr'i-~. i;r he 
saw evidence of a recurrence of her tuberculosis. And a'?!ic~~~z': '3:: mn)- 

not have been discussed with the doctor, Ganlel and I.!.. ...- i':~.. r-,:.: i n i  f 
have failed to consider Llewelyn's own position as a s~!:i::i;-r : r  ,-.; t!'. 

same disease for nearly twenty years; they must havc discncsr<i ': -- -.-:- 
sible effect on the child of two a c t e d  parents. Liewe!!-n. .i:vc.:. zn:! 
Gamel now set out for London, where a nursing home was ii'ulcl i ,r 
Gamel, and the others stayed with Llenvelyn's brother fiertle. F!P:+ 
Gamel returned to spend her convalescence, and from here in due rr::~.: 
they all went back to East Chaldon. 

Malcolm Elwin in So Wild A Thing malces the suggestion that 
possibly Gamel was not quite so ill as she professed herself to be. HF 
points out that Llewelyn had some thought that her fist pregnancy 
him had been terminated by an abortion, and not a miscarriage. E!xxin 
speaks of Gamel's passivity, her indolence, her talent for procrastination. 
He mentions Gerald Brenan's curious discovery that she had been a 
whole year in East Chaldon without even troubling to unpack her suit- 
case. 

Elwin was a very exact man, and very well informed; he expressed 
opinions only when he had weighed them well. I t  may be doubted if 
anyone knew the whole background to the Powys family better than he. 
But it seems to me not unlikely that a pregnant girl might miscam in a 
street accident, and LlewelynPowys's response to hei news that she \vn$ 
pregnant on that earlier occasion speaks of her "exciting letter." \r!:lc!l 
was "a lovely one," and this suggests to me that Gamel was not t ' l ~ r i  
despondent about the pregnancy, or likely to seek an allortion. a?.! c ? : !  

less so after telling Llewelyn of the coming child. She xorild ruri.lr !:?I-* 

had the abortion and said nothing to Llewelyn, who was 'hr;,e f!:n::c?~rl 

miles away and unlilcely ever to hear about it. 
Abortion at that time was not readily effected i? n 1--.,! 7121:~~r.  

whether in USA or England, and there is no rozziqti7- " .:: > C ~ " - P ? ' S  
stay in the London nursing h o m ~  after that m; .n,i ?rL:innc!. i ~ y  
Llewelyn was in any way a clandestine sfla!:. a!*'-,-:::: r; r m : r r e  there 
were nursing homes in London n - h r r ~  i1ler.l ?F.-.'in-i c -T'? 1 1 ~  arran~ed. 
The doctor whom Gamel consultrd in the i:rri 2 ' 2 ~ -  rns  precumably the 
local doctor, or one in the area. perhaps a t  :i- r,.:n? t n l r i i  of Dorches- 
ter. Such doctors were very careful ini:.r?r! 2: ihzi ?me: they needed very 
formidable medical evidence to hack np n r~cornmendation for an ahor- 
tion. I t  is possible that the doctor cons~i':rd \..-ns Dr. B. P. O'Neill, a life- 
long friend of all the Powys famil!-, n-!lo practiced in Chiswick not far 
from where Bertie Powys lived in Hammersmith. I have myself heard 
Dr. O'Neill speak of the care a doctor had to take in such matters; for 
countenancing abortion without sound medical grounds a doctor could 
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be s h c k  off the register-and many were. So, whomever Gamel con- 
sulted, I feel sure the resultant abortion was a genuine medical neces- 
sity. The alternative under Elwids theory would be a deliberate falsl 
hood on Gamel's part, lying about her condition, lying about what tf 
doctor has said. I cannot see Game1 in this light. 

There are accounts of the next few months in Elwin's commentary 
to So Wild a Thing, and in Gerald Brenan's Personal Record. Elwin ad- 
mits his debt to Brenan's book, but his own unrivaled lolowledge of the 
Powys story makes the two accounts compleme~lt one another; certainly 
the student should consult both. I do not want here to add a third, for 
mine would be based largely on the other two. There is yet another view- 
point, and a poignant one, in Alyse Gregory's The Crfl of a G z ~ l l , ~  which 
contains her journals for these years; and, of course, for those who can 
reconcile it with other authorities, the whole Gamel-Llewelyn affair is 
related in Llewelyn's imaginary autobiography, Looe nnrl Death, about 
which I shall say something later. 

For the moment I shall say only that the strange three-sided rela- 
tionship continued, for Alyse was a consenting party, although a deeply 
unhappy one. She loved Llewelyn, and depended on him in her different 
way as much as he depended on her; and she was growing to love Gamel, 
also. There is never any reproach of Gamel in her journals. Rut now in 
the summer of 1930 Gerald Brenan arrived in East Chaldon for a lengthy 
stay. He had just returned after living for some ten years in Spain, in 
order to complete legal business concerning an inheritance which had 
left him modestly independent in the monetary terms of the time. Among 
Brenan's friends was the sculptor Steven Tomlin, and among Tomlin's 
friends was T. F. Powys, whom he thought Brenan should meet. Brenan 
had just bought a car, so he finned its nose to the south-west, and set out. 
Within an hour or two of reaching East Chaldon Brenan went for a stroll 
round the village, and met Gamel Woolsey in a lane running up to the 
downs. She was walking slowly, stooping to pick up flints. Brenan 
thought she might be T. F. Powys's sister, whom he had hcarcl lived nea- 
Chaldon. After she had passed he wondered idly if she might be a goo 
person to many, for, as he puts it, "my mjlicl was always iulning o 
\\-horn I would marry." Gerald Brenan at this t h e  was thirty-six, Game 
was five years younger. 

ll'hen Brenan went to take tea with Theodore Powys next day he 
',~z:nd the girl there, and learned her name. Over the following weeks 
.'.-:. naturally met often, for in so small a village it would be difficu! 
- . '9 meet; and moreover Gamel was a part of the Powys circle, int 

. . .. -.: Prinan was now admitted. Brenan naturally met Llewelyn an, 
. . . .. . .. a x !  Gertrude and Phillipa Powys, and others who came an, 

.. . i Theodore or Llewelyn. I11 those years East Chaldon wa 

-. Tn~!anc'.: The .Ark Press, 1973. 
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regularly visited by a number of artists and writers, and at various times 
some oi: them were in the village for lengthy periods. Sylvia Tonnsend 
Warner and Valentine Ackland were living in a cottare just alonz the 
road from T. F. Powys. David Garnett, Middleton M u m ,  11. \ I .  Tnmlin- 
son, Mrs. Thomas Hardy, kI. E Bates, Robert Gibbings, Lollis \!'ilkin- 
son, and of course the other Powys brothers and sisters were often to be 
found somewhere between the village and the sea, on their way to or 
from the various Powys establishments. 

Gerald Brenan began to fall in love with Gamel. She accepted his 
friendship, but responded more slowly to his love; and he soon learned 
of her relationship with Llewelyn, which was inexorably cox~oding the 
lives of Gamel, Llewelyn and Alyse. Partly fTom love, and in some de- 
gree from pity, Brenan asked her to marry him. After a time, she agreed 
to do so. There are graphic and moving pages in Brenan's Personal Rec- 
ord concerning these weeks, and they are also treated in some detail in 
the other books I have mentioned, although again some reservation must 
be made in the case of Love am1 Death, which is in any case presented 
as fiction, or a t  least as "imaginary." 

When all decisions had been taken Brenan drove Gamel to London 
in preparation for their life together; they intended to go on for their 
honeymoon in Ireland. But Gamel was in a weak state-brought on 
largely by a tempestuous parting from Llewelyn Powys-and the doctor 
advised her to go into a sanitorium at Mundesley, in Norfolk. Rrenan 
found lodgings in Cromer, a few miles along the coast, and this curious 
honeymoon began. 

I t  is needful here to recollect that Gamel was sCill married to Re$- 
nald Hunter. There could be no legal marriage with Brenan unless she 
obtained a divorce, and at that t i e  they did not seriousl!- contemp!ate 
this. Neither Brenan nor Gamel had lived a life sh~dyin? tllp convpniions. 

Gamel's involvement with Llcwelyli Ponys was no: exi!\- :r:  aside, 
and Gerald Brenan accepted this, conccrnin~ hirnse'i rL'ii :~i.c:,in; her 
as happy as he could. Gan~el's love is eslxesccd er!~l?l':- c'--il-l\- ljchind 
the reticence of the poems she 1%-rote for him an(! -'I,YI: : b i r  life to- 
gether-such quiet and contented poPmc ac :'>e --.n-,r ;-; Grrnld." which 
appears as the dedication of her llook. T h e  I.v' i . i ,-i  ra;!~: or "The 
House in Spain," where the sac1 nno:Pc in :'F il:icl:-!'* a!-? nltered at the 
end when, despite all else* tl~ls. c!te c.l!-c. ic ':'I: !~rirt's conntly." She 
could not have felt that way if her liie there n-it!> Gerald Brenan had not 
heen contented and satisking. 

How far Gamel contulloeed to love Llen-e!)n is not clear, and was 
perhaps not clear to her. 

In 1931 Grant Richards published the onl>- book of Gamel's poems 
to appear in her lifetime. This mas Middle Enrth, a collection of thirty- 
nine poems which must havc been selected from the many that were 
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available. Many of the unpublished poems date from earlier years, and 
others to which it is less easy to assign a date wcre certainly earlier than 
her marriage with Gerald Brenan, as internal evidence makes clear. There 
are several sonnets in Middle Earth, but I think she used this form more 
readily in later years. Gamel's charactelistic mood at this time is well 
seen in her "variation on a sixteenth-century theme," "Epithalamium": 

Lovers, haste! the dusk has come; 
Why do you waste these pretty hours? 
Everything has gone to sleep, 
Sheep and lambs, and birds and flowers. 
Only you shall waking keep 
All the secrets of the night, 
Hide them from the nlonling light. 

Lover, see her body fine, 
Pull away her fragrant lace, 
And her shift that's white and neat; 
Kiss her body naked so, 
You shall find her flesh more sweet; 
Here's the pasture where sweets grow, 
Here between her opening thighs 
Is the treasure of the wise. 

Then upon her curving breast, 
In her closed arms fall asleep. 
AU your safety here is found, 
Fast these arms have shut away 
For a night earth's care and wound 
Till the coming of the day. 
Here's all shelter men shall have 
Between a cradle and a grave. 

Gamel Woolsey always had an individual voice, whether she wrote 
in verse or prose. The quantity of her writings was relatively small; per- 
haps she wrote slowly and carefully. Certainly she was content to use 
conventional forms, and despite her admiration for T. S. Eliot (for in- 
fiance) there is little in her poems to suggest the avant garde writings 
of the twenties and thirties. Sylvia Townsend Warner suggested to me 
that perhaps Gamel was influenced by the sonnets of Edna St. Vincent 
, V : I I  . . a \ - ,  and reminded me of Llewelyn Powyds regard for Miss Millay; 

F.  v:x~ fond of reading her poems aloud, and no douht he read them to 
C .z r l .  Tlere are certainly affinities of thought in the sonnets of these 
-.-> n y t s .  but I am not sure that it represents an iduence of the one -- . .. ' .. . c + i ~ r .  Tlle cast of Gamel's mind seems apparent from her earliest 
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surviving work. It is h e  that Edna St. Vincent \liUay \%-as n-ell knoxi-n 
for many years before Gamel met Llewelyn, and Ganiel mutt have heen 

ware of Miss Millay's poetry at least from the time ~f her own 5rst 
rrival in New York. 

Llewelyn Powys tried to get an American publisher f:>r Jli!:r!!c 
Eadh, but he had no success; the book was afterwards pul)!lhed hy 
Simon and Schuster. I have no doubt Llewelyn showed the book to 
E,dna M'illay when she visited him in the spring of 1934. and it i? 
likely that if the two poets had not met before, they did so in 19-A. 
for Gamel and Gerald were at a cottage in East Lulworth, an easy n-x!k 
from Llewelyn. There is a charming foo'mote to this visit in Edna St. 
Vincent Millay's "Ballad of Chaldon Down." 

Gamel Woolsey wrote five books, of which three were published in 
her lifetime; and she published a translation from the Spanish of a novel 
by Denito P6rez Gald6s, The Spendthrifts. Shealso left many unpublished 
poems and a collection of chapters of autobiography concerned mainly 
with her life in Spain. These are notes for a book, rather than the hook 
itself, and are perhaps too fragmenta~y to print as they stand; but they 
contain insights which a biographer would find invaluable. The pub- 
lished books are Middle Earth, which has been glanced at almve; Dent11's 
Other Kingdom, which is an account of the Spanish civil war as she ex- 
perienced it at first hand; and Spanish Fairy Stories, the title of which 
is self-explanatory. 

Death's Other Kingdom describes how war came to the quiet ami- 
cultural community in which Gamel and Gerald were livine. in t!!e hiys 
some miles north of Malaga; and Gamel speaks in conversationn! ton?? 
of the tragedy, the violence, and the crass inhumanity of those :en?)!? 
times. It is a very feminine book, as John Cowper Pow?-s points ou: i!i 
his introduction, and perhaps (the reader mi&t reflect : i: \v,~l11!1 be a 
splendid thing if we had more books on war written !>y \.-onie:i. R e r e  
is none of the glamor of war here, but a quiet anrl cnrnrilli":::. eF,ctlve 
document on man's inhumanity. 

The two unpublished novels are essenti.~!l- rl:.:,t--c . !  nti!nl)io?a- 
phy. The story in One TVny of Lor? is Game!'< 0\~.-1. ii.r tl:e period under 
review, the events narrated. and the fer'i?zc \!..riinn t!ie !ieroine dis- 
plays are clearly Gamel's onn. P o t t ~ r n s  c : ~  ' ; :c  Scric?. qn t!ie other hand, 
is autobiographical more in th? Sout!l Carolinx ce:iinz and background 
than in the events, which ~vould seem to he much more loosely based 
i Gamel's own life-and indeed. the events are pastoral rather than 
ramatic. The autobiography here lies in the way the author reads 
I and presents the local character and way of life of Charleston around 
le year 1920. There may be something here-and especially in the 

In Huntsman, Whot Q u a w  (1939), dedicated to  Llewelyn Powys and Alyse 
regow. 
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poetry of the book-which stems from a creative impulse similar to 
that which lay behind Llewelyn Powys's Love and Death. 

In considering Gamel Woolsey as a writer I borrow a graphic phrase 
from Louis Wilkinson writing in an essay about Llewelyn Powys, for it 
applies as well to her as to him: Gamel Woolsey wrote in exact accor- 
dance with herself. That is why I do not acquiesce too easily with Miss 
Warner's suggestion of Edna Millay's d u e n c e .  I t  is possible to find such 
an influence-here, for example: 

Then in a momcnt suddenlv you were gone, 
The place where you had been was voiceless air- 
Only your folded clothes, a lock of hair 
Were left. Our love betrayed, t l~e  summer done. 
And still I searched for you. Ferns, fields and streams 
Were like palc dra\viilgs on a ycllomed page. 
I tore your fading irna5e in my rage; 
I could not find you, even in sad dreams. 
Oh, love, I know no way to find you. There 
The worlds go wheeling by, east of the sun; 
And death that took you, left me helpless here. 
The faithful heart hopes on; it can not know 
If all its hopes are false; the empty eyes 
Still ask of nothingness, where the dead go. 

But thk strain of melancholy runs through all the poems, and was pres- 
ent from the fist; it may be associated with the "grave countenance" 
which Gerald Brenan says Gamel put on after her serious illness and 
operation of 1918-19, when Edna St. Vincent Millay was known only to 
a few readers. Where there are affinities, they are of circumstance and 
temperament. 

Gamel Woolsey is a poet whom we must read for certain insights, 
certain intuitions, certain lines and phrases, which if we do not read 
them here we can read nowhere else, and are by that much impoverished. 
Rut the small edition of Middle Earth in 1931 can hardly have fallen 
into many hands, and the bulk of the work Gamel Woolsey wrote re- 
-nined unpublished. Only now, twelve years after her death in Spain 
in lanuary, 1968, do we find new collections in her name: 28 Sonnets, 
TI-c L O S ~  Leaf Falls, and a reprint after forty years of Middle Earth. I 
' -- ' '-re her to be one of the significant American poets of her genera- 
- .  '-.*arise she writes of the stuff of human life as felt and suffered 
-. ' .--:-vt.d from witlzin; and if we look back ovcr the centuries at poets 
.- '3.- Fallen hy the way, and at poets whose work has endured, we 

. _ ..~ . ,* :!me who have endured were such poets-each in his or 
. -. -:; \I-% Gxmel Woolsey. 
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Your soul may go to heaven's bliss, 
They may have that, it was not mine: 
But the dear body loved like this . . . 

0, will that whiteness bloom a ~ a i n  
In cheny or in hawthorn bou:hP 
The body that was my dear home. 

What is the soul? Behind the eye7 
A flickering candle flames and dies. 

What is the mind? A bitter slvord 
Wounds the heart with many a !vord. 

But the dear flesh knows lovelv lvay 
To please us through the summer davr. 

And your kind body fair and stronc 
Sheltered me when nights were Ion;. 

The soul may go to heaven's bliss. 
And the wind blow away the mind! 
But the dear body loved like this . . . 
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The author is indebted to man). pcnple for information about Gamel Woolsey, 
and full acknowledgements will be made \<.hen the Slemoir of Gamel Woolsey is 
published; in the meantime be will be grateful for any other information that readers 
of this essay may be willing to send him. 
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ENCLOSURES I 
L'Arte nel suo mistero 
le diverse bellezze insiem confonde . . 

-La Tosca 
Tu, Cavaradossil 
In your Third Act cell with only 
three sides wait for dawn's 
trill of bullets. Winged notes 
spatter the staff. They enter me. 
You at the brink of death, tenor, 
cry your blond cry. It fills 
the cab of the van where I follow 
the interstate like a score. 
Tears blur the airport exit, 
wash tra5c down the ramp. 
Coming into Douglas dawn 
breaks me. 

Water comes up the marble stairs and leaves its salt stain. 
Water comes up the marble stairs and then goes down again. 

Icarus salutes the airborne sun. 
The cockpit is afloat with light. 
Icarus at the console mns through 
landing procedures, plots his cadenza 
falling away to earth. 

In the empty 
hangar he and the woman 
arms belted to his belly, white- 
helmeted cycle the square 
reverberating shell, hunt down 
their deaths full cry. 
The high whine iising inside her 
she thinh a dictionary- 
nenia shc ina:  
the cry of the shrewmouse 
when pierced through. 

lTrater comes up the marble stairs and leaves its salt staia 
IVater comes up the marble stairs and then goes down again. I 
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The man in the houseboat remembers land. 
He remembers wife and dog and children. 
building the carport-ten-penny naiis 
each stroke the nail sings upward 
shorter higher then bard home. 
The woman adrift between his arms 
arrived and will depart by air. 
But by what act or what refraining 
has he come to water to hear 
slow waves slap and his dumb heart 
hammer on the tight walls 
of his chest? 

Water comes up the marble stairs and leaves its salt stain. 
Water comes up the marble stairs and then goes down asain. 

The practice room is eight by eight 
and has four walls. He is singing Tosca. 
In forests trees fall mheard. Here 
notes fall, implode. His whole 
skull is resonating. Her body's chambers 
fill. The maximum capacity 
of the human s M 1  is sixteen hundred 
cc's. The human heart 
holds more. She is the measure: 
of things that are, that they are; 
of things that are not, that they are 
not. The room is closing 
around them. It will not happen 
but once. 

Water comes up the marble stairs and leaves ; t i  :? . ;-; - 
. - Water comes up the marble stairs and then : 

There are places one am'veq a t  
only by water. And only 
in the last act. They are - ? ' z - =  
built on I<-ater ant; in :.-..'--- 

is always risinz. I ~ ' n i p  xi-i;': ..-.:. 

because I cannot cl:.~.? xi-::'... 1--:. 
Your life runs thro-:c> n:- '----; . ... . . 

Water is blond. I t  hi>< ';I..:? t-1-;. 
This is a poem of k a n n : . t a C n n .  
And transport. Tliese a i r  tile  race-notes, 
the coup de grace. 
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I cannot bring 
the poem to closure ever. It runs 
on past the page. It rises over 
the bed, the table where I write, 
over my tall head and I am under 
water drowning with open eyes. 
I at the brink of life, lover, 
cry my dark cry. 

Water comes up the marble stairs and leaves its salt stain. 
Water comes up the marble stairs and then goes down again. 

E non ho arnato mai tanto la vita. 

NET GAIN 

I knew what ecstasy was once, 
I was leaning against the breeze 
I was hanging, my limbs holding onto 
The limbs of a tree up forty feet 
In the air I was stretching with it I was 
A web for the wind at four. 
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LITERARY POLITICS AND THE SHAPING OF 
THE FROST POETIC CANON 

ANDREW J. AWGYAI 

During the months following the publication of A Fttrther Range 
(1936), Robert Frost encountered intcnse and often bitter criticism from 
liberal and lefti~t critics who objected to his conservative politics, his 
~pposition to Roosevelt and the New Deal, and the general lack of social 
%wareness in his poeby. Horace Gregory, in the New Republic, accused 
lim of making a 'strategic retreat" from the social responsibilities of the 
I'hirties; Richard Blaclanur dismissed him as not a true "poet" but a 
'bard"; and Rolfe Humphiies castigated him in the New Masses as a 
'reactionary" and a "counter-revolutionary." 

Granville I-Iicks had set the tone for much of this criticism six years 
earlier with his review of Frost's Collected Poems (1930) by charging 
that Frost's poetry was missing three important thematic elemcnts of 
Modernism: industriali~m, science, and Freudianism.= Even as late as 
1944, Malcolm Cowley continued this same line of criticism, attacking 
Frost in the New Republic for presenting merely the prosperous and 
complacent "antique shop" and "tourist home" view of New England 
life, devoid of its harsh realities. All of these critics seemed to find Frost's 
pastoralism evasive and somehow intellectually dishonest in an age 
when, as Rolfe Hnmphries would have it, poets should put aside their 
personal voice and subject matter and embrace h?arxism and the class 
s t r ~ g g l e . ~  

Reacting as they were to the implicitly conservative tone of A Fur- 
ther Range and to Frost's thinly disguised antipathy towards President 
Roosevelt, especially in "To a Thinker," these critics could not possibly re- 
spond to the full range of Frost's work, particularly to those poems that 
he had deliberately excluded from his collected works because they did 
not fit into the direction his career was then taking. To otherwise liberal 
friends such as Louis Unteimeyer, however, whom he had h o w n  and 
trusted long enough to exchange opinions in a frank discussion, Frost 
revealed a much wider range of political responses, particularly in those 
poems written at an  early point in his career, when memories of his work 

1 Donald J. Greiner reviews the history of Frost and his negative critics in 
chapter three of Robert Frost: The Poet and His Cyitics (Chicago: American Library 
Association, 1974). pp. 109-40, and pmvides a valuable checklist of these reviews on 
pages 139-40. Malcolm Cowley's "The Case Against Robert Frost," Neco Republic 
(September 11, 18, 1944), pp. 312-13, 345-47; and George W. Nitchie's Human 
Values in the l'oety of Kobert Frost (Durham: Duku University Press, 19fi0) provide 
the most intelligent and articulate xyments  for Frost's lack of social responsibility 
in his poetry. 

2 Granville Hicks, "The World of Robert Frost," New Republic, LXV (Decem- 
her 3, 1930). 77-78. 

3 Rolie EImphries, "A Further Shrinking," New Musses, 20 (August 11, 1936), 
41-42. 
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in the Lawrence mills were still fresh enough for him to take a more 
sympathetic view towards many social issues. The range of these un- 
published and uncollected poems, many of them at odds with the tone 
and spirit of the Collected Poems (1930) and A Further Range (1936), 
indicates how deliberately and self-consciously Frost shaped his public 
voice and indeed the entire direction of hir poetic career by the time the 
New Deal began. 

Frost was, moreover, astute enough to realize that his political views 
would antagonize many critics and reviewers, and he took pains at leac+ 
in private to justify himself to friends and admirers such as Untermeye 
Almost as if to anticipate these later attacks from his critics in the Thi 
ties, Frost included the following comments in a 4 January 1919 lettf 
to Louis Untermeyer: 

Sometime I must copy you out a poem I did on Bolshevism in 1911 
as I saw it spectral over Lawrence at the time of the strike. It will 
show you where I was.4 

The letter refers to an unpublished poem entitled "The Parlor Joke" 
that Frost had written about the time of the 1912 Lawrence mill strike 
and the labor unrest that had preceded it. A year later Frost copied out 
the poem he had promised Untermeyer and sent it in a 21 March 1920 
letter, presumably offering it for publication, since Untermeyer included 
"A Parlor Joke" in A Miscellany of American Poetry (1920), which he 
edited and published for the first time that y e x 5  Yet Frost never col- 
lected this "town" poem, which contains some of his strongest comments 
on the labor and housing conditions associated with the Lawrence mills. 
Another observation in Frost's 4 January 1919 letter to Untermeyer may 
explain his subseauent reluctance to include this poem among his col- 
lected works 

If the poor promised themselves no more than ! in the on- 
coming revolution I'd be with them. It's all LCU uuuense about 
making a better or even a differcnt world that I can't stand. The 
damned fools!-only less damned than the God damned fools who 
have made and made such a mess of industrialism.' 

Frost often expressed his misgivings to Untermeyer about being too 
closely identiGed with any political position: "The fact is I am neither 

4Louis Untermeyer, ed., The Letters of Robert Frost to Louis Untemeyer 
(New York: Holf Rinebart and Winston, 1963), p. 80. 

6 Louis Unlermeyer, ed., A Miscellany of Ammican Poetq, 1920 (New York: 
Harco~ut, Brace and Company, 1920), 'pp. 25-28. Untemeyer also reprints Frost's 
21 March 1920 letter, with the text of l?le Parlor Joke," in The Lett~ters of Robert 
F ~ o s t  to Louis Untermeyer, pp. 99-101. The original manuscript of the poem can be 
found in the Jones Library, Amherst, Massachusetts. 

6 Untemeyer, ed., The Letters of Robert Frost to Louls U n t m e y e r ,  p. 80. 
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a consewative nor a radical and I refuse henceforth to be called either." 
Yet his innate skepticism and his Emersonian preference for individual 
rather than collective action led him to a conservative position, particu- 
larly in regard to New Deal politics. By the 19302, even if the poem were 
first-rate, Frost would have found "The Parlor Joke" politically embar- 
rassing, given his outspoken opposition to Roosevelt's policies. For ob- 
vious reasons, then, "The Parlor Joke" remained buried in the 1920 anthol- 
ogy until Untermeyer reprinted the text of the 21 March 1920 letter, 
which included the poem, in his edition of The Letters of Robert Frost 
to Louis Untermeyer (1963), published after Frost's dcath.8 

The editorial choices in Collected Poem (1930) and A Further 
Range (1936) suggest that by the Thirties, Frost had made a conscious 
decision to remain a pastoral poet, a spokesman for rural American 
values, and deliberately to exclude from his poetry, although not from 
his awareness, the problems of modern urban and industrial America. 

is decision to limit the canon of his poetry primarily to pastoral sub- 
:ts and a corresponding rural (though not uneducated) voice may also 
ve led to the exclusion of two interesting sonnets about the Lawrence 

mills, "The Mill City" and "When the Speed Comes," both writtcn dur- 
ing the Derry p e r i ~ d . ~  The evidence on these poems is inconclusive, how- 
ever, since Frost probably submitted both pieces to the New York In- 
dependent before 1912, judging from the manuscript handwriting, and 
may have afterwards forgotten about them, even though the poems re- 
mained in the files of the magazine after it ceased publication and were 
subsequently transferred to the IIuntington Library.10 

Yet within this pastoral mode, Frost's view of nature did not exclude 
man nature, and the American working maulfarmer was an integral 
rt of his New England landscape. Far from being indifferent to human 

needs, or to the dignity and worth of labor, as some of his critics have 
implied, his poems hold as an ideal that human situation in which "love 
and need are one,/ And the work is play for mortal stakes. . . ." In such 
poems as 'The Tuft of Flowers," "The Code," "The Line-Gang," "The 
Ax-Helve," and "Two Tramps in Mud Time," Frost pays tribute to Yan- 
kee values ofi hard work, good craftsmanship, and ingenuity. His re- 
gional vision evokes an egalitarian society of yeoman farmers and their 
wives, laborers, and rural townspeople. Rarely except for purposes of 
contrast does his natural world absolutely exclude the human perspec- 

7 &id., pp. 97-98. 
8 See footnote 5. 
Q For additional information on these and other poems written during the Dew 

Period, see Andrew J. Angyal, "Robert Frost's Pwtry Before 1913: A Checklist," 
Proof 5: The Yearbook of American Bihliograpl~ical and Te~tual  Studies (Columbia, 
S. C.: J. Faust & Co., 1977). fi7-12.5. 

10 Thesc manuscripts can be found in the files of the New York Independent at 
the H?tington Library: "The Mill City," c. 1905 (HM 7645) and "When the Speed 
Comes, c. 1905-07 (HM 7849). 
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tive; nowhere does Frost show indifference or contempt for human suf- 
fering; and nowhere does he countenance the dcliberate exploitation or 
degradation of others. There is no doubt that Frost's conservative ten- 
dencies became more pronounced with age, but they were based on a 
Jeffersonian mistrust of big gove~mnent and collective solutions, rather 
than on any inherent misanthropy, and as one can discover from Thoreau 
and Emerson, this mistrust of fedcral power runs at least as deep in the 
New England spirit as the social activism and refonnist spirit that New- 
ton Arvin finds among the great New England writers.ll 

I t  would have been strange for Frost not to align his sympathies with 
ordinary people, since he belongs with Whitman, Sandburg, and other 
American poets who grew up in working class or impoverished families. 
During Frost's childhood in San Francisco, 'Ienry George was a frequent 
family visitor, and often debated his single-tax theories in the family 
parlor.la Isabelle Moody Frost read Progress and Poverty with great in- 
terest and found herself attracted to the utopian socialism of George and 
of E,dward Rellamy. When her children were old enough to understand, 
she even read aloud to them from Bellamy's Looking Backw~rd.'~ 

After her husband's death in 1885, Mrs. Frost moved back to New 
England with her two children and tried to support herself as a school- 
teacher. Her salary was small, howevcr, and she expected Rob, as the eld- 
est child, to contribute to the family income. From the age of twelve, 
Frost held a series of summer jobs a? a leather worker, farm hand, bobbin 
boy, and mill hand. These experiences offered a hard and sometimes bit- 
ter apprenticeship for a young man who wanted above all else to become 
a poet. Living in a New England mill town, Frost understood the town- 
country dichotomy as a brute reality rather than merely as a pastoral 
convention. Whatever the conditions in the n ~ r a l  New England hill coun- 
try that Prost found in Derry, they were surely better than those he had 
known growing up in the Lawrence mill neighborhoods. Frost crypt- 
ically hinted at this distaste for Lawrence in a 1913 letter to F. S. Flint: 

When the life of the streets perplexed me a long time ago I at- 
tempted to find an answer for myself by going literally into the wil- 
derness, where I was so lost to friends and everyone that not five 
people crossed my threshold in as many years.14 

1' Newton Arvin, "A Minor Strain," Partisan Reoiew, 3 (June 1936). 27-28. 
Both Lawrance Thompson and Elizabeth S. Sergeant provide accurate accounts 

of Henry Gcorg.e's close friendship with the Frost family, f is t  in San Francisco, and 
later in New England. See Thompson, Robert Frost: ?'ha Early Years (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), pp. 12-13, 30, 55, 108; and Sergeant, Robert 
Frost! The Trial b y  Existence (New York: Halt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960). pp. 
8. 21) 215. -.- ,- 

la Sergeant, The Trio1 b y  Existence, p. 20. 
l4 AS quoted in Elaine Barry's Robert Frost on Writing (New Bmnswick: Rutgem 

University Press, 1973), p. 86. 
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While Frost is partly mythologizing his own past here, particularly in 
exaggerating the degree of his isolation on the Derry farm, he certainly 
did not find street life or factory work in Lawrence, among the mill 
hands, to his liking. As Lawrance Thompson, his biographer, indicates 
however, Frost was not without sympathy for the plight of the factory 
workers: 

Rob had not worked long at Braithwaite's mill before he found that 
his sympathies were newly allied with the labor organizations which 
had been stirring up the city with protest meetings. Never before 
had his mother's Socialist interest in the doctliues of Henry George 
or her deep admiration for Bellamy's recently published Looking 
Backwmd made so much sense to hirn.16 

Given his distaste for factory work and his eagerness to leave Lawrence, 
Frost's choice of a rural and pastoral subject matter in the early Derry 
poems should not seem surprising.'@ I t  would have also been unnsual, 
however, if none of his Lawrence work experiences had found their way 
into his poetry. Yct only one poem among his collected work, "A Lone 
Striker," deals overtly with factory work, and then only in a wry and 
circumspect manner.17 The fact that a t  least three of Frost's other labor 
poems remained unpublished or uncollected provides an interesting 
study in the gradual change in Frost's political views and offers a neces- 
sary corrective for Frost scholarship, which has often criticized him for 
the lack of social awareness in his p0eby.l" 

About 1905, Frost prepared fair copies of two sonnets describing 
Lawrence nlill conditions and submitted them to the New York Inde- 
pendent. Apparently the editor, William Hayes Ward, a clergynan and 
staunch McKinley Republican, did not h d  them acceptable for his Con- 
gregational weekly, because the poems were never printed and they re- 
mained in the Hes of the Independent until they wcre acquired by the 
Huntington Library in 1929, after the magazine ceased p11blication.l" 

l6 Thompson, The Ea~ly  Years, p. 106. 
See John Lynen's excellent discussion of Frost's New England patoralism in 

The Pastoral Art of  Robert Frost ( N e w  Haven: Yale University Press, 1960), pp. 48-79. 
lTOther Frost poems, of course, such as "Mowing, "Mcnding Wall, "After 

Apple-Picking," "The Aa-Hclvc," "The Grindstone," and "Two Tramps in Mud Timo," 
describe various aspects of farm labor. 

'"ee especially George Nichie's Human Valries in the Poetry of  Robert Fvost. 
Is For a comprehensive history of t l ~ e  New York Independent, see Frank Luther 

Mott's A IIistury of Amwican A4aga;ines Vol. 11: 1850-1885. (Csrnhridge: EIarvard 
University Press, 1938), pp. 367-79. Between 1894 and 191G, Frost eight 
poems with The Independent ("My Butterfly," "The Birds Do Thus," "Caesar's Lost 
Transport Ships," "Warning," "The Quest of the Orchis," "The Trial by Edstence, 
"Across the Atlantic," and "The Telephone" ), but he also submitted additional manu- 
scripts which were never printed. See Robert S. Newdick's "Some Early Verse of 
Robert Frost and Some of his Revisions," American Literatu~e,  VII (May 1935). 
181-87; and W. B. Shubrick Clymer and Charles R. Green, Robert Frost: A 
Bibliography (Amherst: Thc Jones Library, Inc., 1937), pp. 81-96 for checklists of 
Frost's early periodical public a ti ons. 
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These files remained vii-tually untouched until 1938, when Robert New- 
click, who was then preparing a Frost biography, examined them.2o The 
list of manuscripts that he sent to Frost rekindled a lively dispute over 
attribution between Frost and R. B. Haselden, curator of manuscripts at 
the Huntington Library.2' Eventually Frost reclaimed and revised two 
of the manuscripts, "To a Moth Seen in Winter" and "The Rabbit Hun- 
ter," and included them in A Witness Tree.*% Yet he apparently never 
bothered to print "The Mill City" or "When the Speed Comes," perhaps 
because neither sonnet was first quality and their implicit criticism of 
fiactory working conditions might have embarrassed him by the 1930's. 
Neither of these sonnets was published until 1966, when Thompson 
printed the text of 'When the Speed Comes" in Rohert Frost: The Early 
Years, although he never mentioned "The Mill City," and this sonnet has 
remained ~ n p u b l i s h e d . ~ ~  

Drawing perhaps on Frost's own experiences at the Arlinjson Mill, 
the Everett Mill, or Braithwaite's Mill, these poems describe the dreari- 
ness and tedium of factory work, particularly the toll that long hours of 
rapid, machine-paced labor exacted from the human spirit. The f is t  
eight lines of the sonnet "When the Speed Comcs" depict the starting of 
the mill machinery in the morning with the ponderous movement of the 
overhead network of belts and shafts and pulleys that powered the spools 
and looms. The concluding sestet then describes the endless and fatiguing 
efforts of the mill workers to keep pace with the machinery, amid the 
oppressive atmosphere of the factory. Using phrascs reminiscent of 
Henry Adams, Frost stresses the human price of long hours of work 
matching the harsh and relentless pace of ?d machinery. Like 
Henry Adams confronting the dynamo at i Exposition of 1900, 
Frost's mill workers also have their spirits broken by the eruption of social 
and technological forces beyond their control. 

The unpublished sonnet "The Mill City" is almost impressionistic in 
its depiction of the dreary and oppressive worliing conditions in Law- 
rence. Although the poem's diction is archaic and perhaps inappropriate 
for its subject matter, the opening octet contains a powerful description 

20 Joan St. Clau Crane documents some of the correspondence between Frost and 
Newdick in Robert Frost: A Descriptive Catalogue of  Books and Manuscripts in the 
Clifton Waller B a ~ e t t  Lihranj University of Virginia (Cbarlottesville: University 
Press of Virginia, 1974), pp. 241-46. 

z1 Lawrance Thompson reprints the original exchange of letters between Frost 
and R. B. Ifaselden, the Huntiqton manuscript curator, in the Selected Letters of 
Robert Fmst  (New York: Ilolt, Rinehalt and Winston, 1964), pp. 354-56. 

22 These two poems appear in earliest manuscript fonn in a selection of seventeen 
poems which Frost sent to Susan Hayes Ward in December, 1911. MS: I-Inntington 
Library ( H M  7237). "To a Moth Seen in Winter" was first published in The Virginin 
Qrrarterly Review, 18 (Spring 1942), 24042. 

23 Thompson, The Eall!~  yea?,^, p. 158, note 8, pp. 516-17. The original manu- 
script is found in the files of the New York Independent, Huntington Library 
(Hal 7649). See also footnote 10. 
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I their live! :. Their one hope, estet, 
rests in the unwillingness of their spirits to be subjugated by the tyranny 
of the machine. 

Though Frost and his family were living on the Derry farm when he 
wrote bhese sonnets, he did not remain entirely aloof from or unconcerned 

I with Lawrence &airs, particularly with the labor unrest that reached its 
peak in the 1912 strike.24 In a 25 June 1912 letter to the executor of his 
mandfather's estate, soon after the settlement of the Lawrence strike, 

~mented: 

almost sony to be so far from Lawrence when the syndecalist 
was on. How much Lawrence has and has not changed since 

I left the town twelve years ago1 The Letts and Portugese and the 
Greeks and the Syrians are all quite new. But at the same time they 
appear not to have altogether displaced the older population. I never 
heard of the Syrian dentist who was dying a martyr to the cause at 
the hands of the militia. But I was going to say I knew all the other 
people the papers mentioned from Clark Cart to John Breen. I went 
to one college with Danny Murphy, to another with Louis Cox. I 
went to the New Hampshire St. School with John Bree oud- 
est to have known John-as you may suppose.25 

While Frost may not h, he tactics the 
strikers, especially the violenc he was ax 9 Ym- 
pathetic with their cause; otE way to at . the 
remarkable labor poem he wrote aurlng tms tune. entitlea m e  rarlor 
Joke." 

Frost's "town poem," as he referred to it in I .ch 1920 letter 
to Untermeyer, contains a sharp indictment of th, ..-.. ,.~&~nd factory 
owners' exploitation of cheap immigrant labor and their indifference to 
the housing and living conditions of their workers. In this 78-line poem, 

2 4 F ~ r  additional information on the Lawrence Strike of 1912, see Donald B. 
Coleb Immigrant City: Lawrcmcs, Massnclatrselts, 1845-1921 (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 19H3), pp. 177-194; Maurice R. Dorgan's Hist01.y 
of Lawrence, Massachusetts (Cambridge: The Murray Printing Company, 19241, pp. 
151-58; and Justus Ebert's Tlie ?'rial of a A7ezr; Society (Cleveland: The Industrial 
Workers of the World, 1913). See also Paul F. Brisscnd~r, Tila I.U'.W.: A Study of 
American Syndicalism (Ncw York: Russell & Russell, 1 9 5 i ) .  

' 5  Thompson, ed., Selectnd LLettels of Robeft Frost, p. 48. The John Breen men- 
tioned in the letter was probably the son of the Erst Irish mayor of Lawrence. During 
the 1912 sh.ike, he was implicated in a plot to plant r l w m i t e  next to a building 
used by the strike leaders. Frost's cornmontr may have keen an attempt to ingratiate 
himself with his granJfatlieis estate lawycr during a tirno when Frost was anxious to 
receive his settlement and leave will1 his family for England. Cf. Cole, Immigrant 
City, pp. 181-84. 
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written in thirteen six-line stanzas, Frost depicts the callousness of the 
Yankee industrialists who treated the problem of maintaining a constant 
labor supply as if it were no more than a matter of human engineering: to 
be regulated by raising and lowering the sluice gates of the immigrant 
flood to keep their wages a s  low as possible. The middle stanzas then 
ridicule the affected mannerisms of the Lawrence nouveaux dches, who 
recoiled in mock horror from the inlmigrant poor and asserted their 
superio~ity "'with a manner and a glance." Continuing his verbal thrnsts, 
Frost compares the spread of tbe tenement neigl~horhoods up the fashion- 
able hillsides ot Lawrence to a "bog of sphagnum" climbing the side of a 
mountain. 

The most remarkable image in the poem is perhaps the Shelleyan 
revolutionary spirit that Frost conjures, a dumb and still inarticulate 
embodiment of human suffering that looms over the city. This spectral 
shape, which Frost later identified as the spirit of "Bolshevism," may 
have been influenced by his early reading of Shelley's "Queen Mab" and 
Prometheus Unbound.YG Perhaps alluding in the poem's concluding 
stanza to Lawrence's periodic labor strikes of 1882,1894, 1902, and 1912, 
Frost implies that the mill owners have mortgaged their future in order 
to maintain a constant supply of cheap Once again, Frost with- 
held this poem from his collected works, perhaps for political reasons, 
after its publication in 1920. Instead, he reworked some of the descrip- 
tive material from these rejected poems when he wrote "The Lone 
Stril<er," in which the point of view has changed from sympathy and en- 
gagement with the plight of the factory workers to an ironic aloofness 
and isolation, in which the lone striker turns away from the closed fac- 
tory gate to pursue, like Thoroau, his separate business. 

Frost's exclusion of these three early labor poems, however, raises 
important questions about the completeness of the Frost "canon" in the 
1969 collected edition of his poetry. His cditor, Edward Connery Lathem, 
takes the justi6able position that Frost 

. . . left at his death in 1963 no unpublished, completed poems that 
there is any dehi te  reason to believe he would have included in 
such a collection as this. The time will come for a variorum or de- 
finitive edition in which it will be appropriate to print every scrap 
of verse that can he attributed to Frost, but the materials are not yet 
adequately at hand.28 

2Vee Frost's 4 January 1919 letter in The Letters of Robert Frost to Louis Unter- 
meyer, p. 80. Thompson documents Frost's early interest in Shelley in The Early 
Yenrs, pp. 13&37; and in the Selected Letters of Robert Fvost, p. 20. 

2' Cf. Jolm Higham's Strangers in the Land: Patterm of Amwicnn Natiufsm, 
1600-1925 (New York: Atheneum, 1970) for further discussion of the impact of 
immiFant labor on the domestic American work force. 

2' Publisher's note to The Poetv of Robeft Irro.rt, ed., Edward Connery Lathem 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. iv. 
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That variorum edition, however, may be years away, and in the mean- 
time such poems as "When the Speed Comes," "The 54iU City," and "The 
Parlor Joke" are relegated to a critical limbo, inaccessible to scholarship. 

The shaping of the Frost poetic "canon" is a matter of especial bib- 
liographic, critical, and aesthetic impo~tance, yet it cannot even begin 
to be resolved until scholars h o ~ v  what Frost omitted, as well as what 
he retained in the authoritative edition of his poetn. Until then. n7c can 
only speculate about the fate of many such apparently completed but 
unpublished or uncollected poems. In the case of these three early labor 
poems, the questions are particularly intriguing. 11-RS it that Frost, who 
was fiercely independent, did not want to be identi6ed wit11 Sandburg, 
Lindsey, and Masters, whose poetry was proletarian in its s!-mpathies? '" 
His decision, in any case, amounted to a conscious limiting of his p o e q  
largely to a rural New England landscape, however metaphorically ex- 
tensive that later proved to be."o Was it also that the Frost canon. as it 
had shaped itself by the 1930's, allowed little room for poems such as 
"The Parlor Joke"? The thematic distance between "The Parlor Joke" 
and "A Lone Striker" represents a range from a youthful Shelleyan social 
protest to a measured, Thoreauvian &mation of personal freedom. If 
these three labor poems indicate a "road not taken" for Frost, then 
scholars ought at least to be aware of this choice. 

29 Carl Sandburg's Chicago Poem, in particular, was publishel by Hemy Holt 
and Company (also F~ost's publisher) in 1910, the same year as Mountain Internal. 
As Thompson and others indicate, Frost was keenly jealous of his poetic reputation 
and jealous of any potential rivals. See Thompson, Rob& Frost: The Years of Triumph 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970), pp. xv-xvii, 179-80. 

30 Theodore Moniaon presents a compelling argument for the range of Frostb 
poetry in "Frost: Country Poet and Cosmopolitan Poet," Yale Aeuiew, LIX (Winter 
1970), 179-96. 
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REVIEWS 
A. Dwight Culler, The Poetly of Tennysun. New Haven and London: Yale Universit! 
Press, 1977, 270 pp. $15.00. 
Philip Hendenon. Tennyson: Poet and Pmphet. London and Hcnley: Routledge 1 
Kegan Paul, 1078, 222 pp. $16.95. 

Of the major Victorian poets Tennyson has been the most di5cult to makq 
palatable to modem taste. Irreverent writers like Osbert Sitwell aimed witty quips a 
eminent Victorians, dubbing the former laureate "Alfred Lawn Tennyson." W. H. 
Auclen said of Tennyson, ". . . he had the finest ear, perhaps, of any English poet; 
there was little a b u t  melancholy that he didn't know; thore war little else that he 
did." Fortunately, we are now far enough removed from the Victorians that we do 
not have to throw bricks at the great panjandrums of the age. 

Efforts to reclaim Tennyson b ~ g a n  with Sir Harold Nicolson's Tennyson (1923), 
which argued that only a part of Tennyson's poetry was acceptablr to modern poetic 
t a s t e t h a t  which reflected his melancholia; the remainder, which had spoken in 
sanguine tones about progress and the reconciliation of science and religion, could be 
dismissed as period furniture. As late as 1948 critics were still trying to set Tennyson's 
poetio house in order. P. F. Baum in Tennuson Sizty Yews Afte? claims that "Now . . . 
we are able to separate the 'true' from the 'false'. . . ." According to Professor Baum, 
Tennyson was true when he followed his instinct fnr  beauty and false when he at- 
tempted to employ his mediocre intellectual endowments. 

This tendency in Tennyson criticism has led to the "two voices" theory er- 
pressed in E.  D. H. Johnson's The Alien Vision of Viao.rian Poetry and Jerome 
BucMey's chapter on Tennyson in The Victorian Temper entitled "The Two Voiccs." 
Tbe bifurcated approach prevailed during the 1950's and 1960's, giving rise to many 
ingenious readings whereby Tennyson's polarities seemed to be limited only by the 
number of poles that critics could imagine; thus, Tennyson was aualyzcd for the 
tensions that he would yield, namely in tenns of such opposites as art versus society, 
sense versus soul, doubt versus faith, progress versus regression, past versus present. 

Lhvight Culler's recent study The P o e t ~ y  of Tenn.yson (1977) attcmpts a median 
position behveen the school that would scrap all that is topical in Tcnnyson and the 
school that would divide and critique. Professor Culler's book is comprehensive in 
scope and interprets the entire career of Tennyson as a poet, with detailed dis- 
cussions of Tennyson's apprentice works "The Devil and the Lady," "Armageddon," 
and "Timbuctw," and a final chapter on Tennysads later lyrics in which Culler 
explicates such often anthologized but sclclorn analyzed poems as "Crossing the Bar." 
I t  is the major works of Tennyson, however, which receive the greatest emphasis, 
and lengthy sepnrate chapters are devoted to i n  Memoearn, M a d  and Idylls of the 
King; the reading of thcse works provides the basis for Culler's argument. 

The book follows a loose chronological structure in which Culler treats Tenny- 
son's pocms singly and by groups. The eleven chaptcrs of his shdy are in a sense 
separate essays, and indeed the book could be rend with profit in a piecemeal way. 
Yet, this bwk does not lack cohesiwnas; each discussion of Tennysan's pmms 
creates a context for the next cluster of poems in a way that sets up a creative 
interplay. Every chapter has mnning through it the thread of Culler's thcsis that every 
Tennyson poem contains its own lite~ary history. What is meant by this can be seen 
in Culler's discussion of Temyson's poem written in the 1820's and early 1830's 
which is labelled "the poetry of apocalypse." n ~ e  term derives irom onc of the two 
schools of nineteenth-cenhuy geology: the "uniiormitarians," who claimed that tbe 
earth had assumed its present form through gradual processes of change over im- 
menso periods of time; and "catastrophists," who held that the earth's contours and 
creatures were thc resr~lt of violent catastrophes, such as earthquakes, volcanoes, and 
floods. 

1561 
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I n  Chapter Two Culler uses the concepts of catastrophism and uniformitarianism 
to discriminate among literary f ipres  of the Victorian period. Carlyle, for example, 
was obviously of the apocalyptic temper, while George Eliot is for the most pnrt 
uniformitarian. Newman, in iuovit?g from Evaneelicnlisrn to Catholicism, exempli6es 
a writcr who began as n c.risstrophisl and liecame a uniformitarian. The movement 
of the great Victorian writen xT-a\  oen~rzlly away fmn cntnctroi>him>, x~hich implies 
visionary imagination and revelation, to-rd the more moderate and measured views 
of unifomitariani~m; it was, aocordin~ to Culler. a shift From the Romantic to the 
Victorian frame of mind. 

Tennyson, who heran as a ratastrophist in a litpran- sensr. n ~ o t e  his early poems 
under the influence of hlilton, thp *rat Rom~nGrc. 2nd !h- Ens'ich Ex-anfelical 
revival with its emphasis on some tcm.hlr fianl d ~ ~ t n l c t i o n  and vi-'-nt end of the 
world. During TennysonSs middle years he moved toward a more rational and 
scienti6c understanding of change, and his eschatolov was mo:'iCe:!: he no lonyer 
believed in a sudden ending hut held that human histor\. rvn:~!? be phved out 
through long cycles of uniform change whereby promess n.ss inevi!:~!de. In his later 
years, as he grew mare pessimistic, his vision again darkened an3 lic rnoveil bark 
toward catastrophism. 

Culler's argument is more convincing in the longer poems than in the Iyirc. 
His chapter on In Memoriam proves to  be a lade of n p w  informatinn nnrl insichts. 
Although he does discuss the poem in ty~lical fashion hy brcskinr its l.?Q scc:ions 
into thematic blocks, Culler is hcst when explaining why Tennyson co~llrl not employ 
the conventions ofpastoralisn~ in his elegy. First, Hallam was much closer to Tennyscm 
than the other friends were to their elegists; therefore, he esclicwed the artifi:i:ilities 
of the classical genre. Second, Tennyson avoided the pastoral elegy because IIC could 
not employ its most cllaracterislic feature, the reversal or pcripeleia. Milton could 
be consolcd for the loss of King by his belief in orthodox Christian doctrines; Shdley 
could celchrate Keats's death because of his belief in Platonic idealism, hut Tennyson, 
who at this stage in his life was a "formal agnostic," could not he certain of Arthur 
Hallam's immortality. Thus, Tcnnyson was denied thc convention of the "discovery" 
which is an essential part of the elegiac machinery. 

Culler further explains Tennyson's choice of a sequence of meditative lyrics for 
his elegy hy al-hving that "in his mature poetry h e  is a gradnalist rather than catastro- 
phic in his assumptions" (p. 150). According to  Culler, the pastoral elegy is apocalytic 
in fonn and has a planned peripeteia where recovery takes place suddenly, whereas 
Teimyson gradually moves from sorrow Lo consolalion in In Memoriam. 

I n  his most daring application of the geological metaphor to literary form, 
Culler writcs: 

We should consider what Lyell required for the formation of mountains and 
seas in Lhe exactly contemporaneous Principles of Geology. For I n  Memwiem 
is to Lycidas as Lyell's P~inciples of Geologu is to the Mosaic cosmogony. I t  
operates not by means of volcnnic eruptions and deluges but by suhsidencc and 
erosion (p.  150). 

After I n  Menzorir~m, Culler's most interesling remarks are on Maud, which he 
calls " a  psychomachy within the national soul" (p .  194) wherein the chaos of the 
speaker's state of nlind is emblematic of the entire Victorian psyche, which Tennyson 
felt was diseased by contending passions of avarice ant1 spasms of morbidity. The 
much criticized conclusion of the p o ~ m  that has tho speaker resolving his problems 
by ernharking for the war in the Crinlen is explained less convincingly by Culler, 
who says, "What ihe end of Tennyson's cImmn scems to  mean is that the evils of the 
age are so great that they cannot he assuaged gradually by the holy power hut only 
catastrophically by holy power of war" (p .  204). One does not need to resort to 
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apocalyptic theory here to explain Tennyson's reason for ending A4aud on such a 
jingoistic note. Tennyson was living on thc Isle of Wight at this time, and as he was 
writing this scene he could look out from his study windows and sce the ships of 
the line loaded with troops moving down thc Solent hound for the Crimea. Always a 
patriot, Temyson felt the proper place for an Englishman, whether mad or sane, 
was on the deck of a warship bound to fight the barbaric Russians. Yet, no one would 
argue that his martial sentiment makes the conclusion any more convincing. 

Although Culler devotes some discussion to areas of Tennyson's verse little 
read today, it  seems beyond the powcrs of criticism to revive interest in  smne of 
the English Idyls which Culler himself says "seem less the product of the muse than 
of one who is 'bemused' by the of modern life" (p .  128). One might sum 
up the achievement of Culler's study of Tennyson by first pointing out here he does 
not advance his views with the dogmatism that he occasionally fell into in his earlier 
books on Nemnan and Arnold; in The Poetry of T~nny,von his views are proposed 
more tentatively and he does not treat his idcus ns established facts. Professor Culler's 
book will not give us a totally new way of looking at Tennyson, hut by setting 
Tsmyson's entiro poetic career against Victorian scientific controversy, Lhe changing 
literary structures, and the shifting concqticm Tennyson had of himself and the role 
of the poet, he has made us better able to understand the Victorian elements in 
Tennyson's poetry, to see his contributions to the new genres like the dramatic 
monologue, and to comprehend better the wholeness of Tennyson's career as a poet. 

Aside from Culler's lucid evaluations of Tennyson's poetry and his ash~te appli- 
cation of the background material, the most appealing aspect of this hook is its 
freedom from critical jargon. Although the intended audiencc is academic, there is 
much here which the non-specialist could follow and even appreciate. 

The late 1970's are a good time for students of Tennyson's life because the great 
collections of his letters and papers, which have so long been in private hands or 
under restriction, are nnw open to the public and are available for quotation- I n  ad- 
dition, there is forthcoming a definitive edition of Tennyson's correspondence by 
C. Y. Lang and E. R. Shannan. I t  would be natural to expect a new study of Tennyson's 
life and works to  incorporate the weall11 of information now accessible, but this is 
not the case with Philip EIenderson's study of Tennyson's liIe and works entitled 
Tennyson: Poet and Prophet. The choice of subtitle is somewhat misleading; them is 
no critical aperw in this book that indicates a concern with Tennyson as either 
"poet or prophet." I n  fact, one wonders why the book was undertaken at all. Hender- 
son neither breaks new ground in *acing the biographical hackground of Tennyson's 
poems nor attempts to explore the Victorian age which Tennyson's career spanned. 
Perhaps it  is not fair to  judge too harshly an author who makes such slight claims 
for our attention in the Jirst place. Henderson writes in the preface, "The present 
b w k  makes no other claim than to  be a personal interpretation, the record of the 
rediscovery of a great post . . ... (p .  xii)." 

The h w k  is a rdchauffi of biography and criticism which gives a straightforward 
accounting of the main events of Tennyson's life. A prominent feature of Mr. Hender- 
son's study of Tennyson's life which deserves remarking is his use 01 extensive quota- 
tions and paraphrases from mntemporary memoirs .and journals, especially Hallam 
Tennysods Memoir of his father and the definitive biography of Sir Charlcs Tenny- 
son, the grandson of the poet. 

From these sources Henderson constructs a dispassiomte account of the private 
life and family background. All the stock anecdotes are given, such as Tennyson's 
flinping himself clown as a boy and weeping as he writes out the words in the sand 
that Byron is dead. The rant and gloom that surrounded family life at the Somershy, 
the misadventures of Tennyson's morbid brothers, the disappointment at the reviews 
of the early volumes of his poems, and the bawna that Hallam's death caused are 
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predictably recorded, hut without any new Light being shed or new perspective 
gained by 10-examination of the facts. 

I n  dealing with biom~pl~ical matters, Henderson has a penchant for showing 
how Tennyson appeared to his contemporaries; he cites numerous impressions of 
Tennyson recorded by the Carlylrs, Branming, Edward Fitzgerald, Henry James, 
Mrs. Cameron, Lewis Carroll, IIawthornr, and even Queen \'ictoria. We learn from 
a Cambridge classmate that Tennyson \%.ore dirty sl~irts and spoke with a broad 
Lincolnshire accent. Carlyle saw him as a "life-mardsman spoilt by rivaling poetry." 
He further described hinl as "a fine, Ic~rse-frahrred, dim-eyed, hron~e-coloured man. . . 
dusty, smoky, free and easy, who srnakes i~iiinitr toharro." Ilarvthorne reports that 
Tennyson "might well enough pass for a rnnc1,rian at any time there being a wildness 
in his aqped. . . ." The Irish poet l?'illiam .%llingham noted that he \vns a "strange 
almost spectml figure." 

As well as noticing his smoking habits and appearance, Tennyson's cantcmporaries 
remarked on a more significant mil-his frustrated sexual desires. Durins the 1830's 
Tennyson had become infatuated with three youne; womco, all of \\.horn turned h i m  
down except Emily Sellwood, to whom he wrote a poem dcclsrinfi that he was "sick 
of single sleep." Shortly afte~~uarcls he asked her to be his bride. Mc was twenty- 
seven years old at this t h e ,  and fourteen y e a r s a  long engagenrent even by 
Victorian standards-would intervene before be would wpd Emily and ceme slceping 
alone. These years of continence must have worn heavily on Tennyron because 
Jane Carlyle reports with malicious wit that "he wanted to muTy and *we it out 
that he k t  have a woman to livc beside-would prefer a lad!: but cannot afford 
one; and so must many a maid-servant.'" Mrs. Carlyle goes on to say that she is 
writing Tennyson on hehnlf of her housemaid, who she says is "quite a superior 
character in her way" (P. 60). Thus, we are shown how Tennyson's kmging to he 
married became the gossip of Victorian drawing rooms. I t  is unfortunate that there 
are not more enlive-g episodes for ITcnderson to do~umcnt, but Tennyson was a 
writer who led an uneventful life; hence, biographies which touch primarily on the 
external events are apt to be dull. The real drama of Tennyson's life was played out 
internally and is reflected in his poetry, which fcnms a record of Tcnnyson's inner 
&ate on the nature and purpose of art and life. Thcrc were dark remsses of his 
soul with which he kept an urnconscious communion; it was from these depths rather 
than outer stimulus that his creativity derived, and his life, which had pathological 
episodes, calls for psychological interpretation. 

In Chapter Six Henderson delves briefly into this subterranean stratum. Here 
he treats the neglwted homosexual implications of many of the lines of In  A6@moriam. 
Noting how often Tennyson casts himself as the female in his relationship with 
Hallam, Henderson broaches the question as to what kind of love is being celebrated 
in In Memoriam. His answer is that in Telmyson's smmg affection for HxUam there 
was something very close to homosemal feeling that he may or may not have been 
aware of. This view is based on evirlence snch as cancelled linen from the poem 
which describe his friendship with IIaIlam in passionate terms: 

They madly drank each other's breath 
With hreast to breast in early years. 
They met with passion and with tears, 
Their every parting w n  a death (p. 83).  

Henderson finds further evidence in documenting the homosexual nature of this 
friendship in a line that remains in the poem in which Tcnnyson describes his love 
for Hallam as ''a love passing the love of a woman." Additional suspicion is aroused 
by the fact that the ~ r i v n t e  lctters exchanged by Tennyson and Ilallam were destroyed 
by the f d e s  of both men upon their deaths. Significantly, it was not the post- 
Freudian generation who first sensed that In Memoriam might he concerned with 
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"the love that dare not speak its name." The Reverend Charles Kiysley, ever alert 
for unmanly prurience, wrote a revim which nppeared in Fra.zef's Magazine in 1850. 
Here, as Hendemon paints out, Kingsley finds in Tennyson's lament for his dead 
friend ''a successor to the old tales of David and Jonathan, Damon and Pythias, 
Sucrates and Alcibiades, Shakespeare and his nameless friend . . ." (p. 84).  

Tennyson wrote a great deal, and any book which attempts to deal with both his 
life and work has to be compromised to some extent. The bias of Henderson's book 
is hiogmpl~ical, but there is some elementary efEo~ at intevretntion of traditional 
anthology choices; Afaud, In Memoriam, and Tho Id!&E of the King are given the 
most attention. It is as a critic that Henderson is most disappointing. He typically 
approaches a poem by citing at length from the text; passages of several pages are not 
uncommon. This practice in itself is not without merit; it is good to be referred to 
salient lines from an author's work, but Henderson's quotations strike one as "filler" 
which is being used to flesh out an otl~erv,ise thin book. There is no evaluation, 
analysis, or interpretation of Tennyson's poetN heyonrl the most mdimentary sort 
of commentary. For example, we are told that "Locksley Hall Sixty Years After" 
is "Tennyson's rejection of his former ideas and hopes 02 human progress" (p.  67). 
Where we do find actual criticism it is not by Henderson, but taken from other 
authorities, most frequently from Christopher Ricks, who is quoted whenever there 
is the need for some actual critical opinion. 

Although there is not much discerning criticism prwented in the pages of this 
book, a reader who wants the basic facts ahozt Tennyson will find Henclerson's 
discussions generally lucid, but the prose sometimes runs to unevenness because 
of the too-numerous quotations from other aolhorities. If one wants to know no more 
than what happened to Tennyson during his life, this hook will servc; but if one 
wishes to know why Tennyson w z  the kind of writer hc was, this hook will not 
provide the answer. The intricate relationship between the life and tho work of 
Tennyson awaits a more convincing analysis. 

HALLMAN B. BRYANT 
C l m o n  University 

A. Scott Berg, Max Perkins: Editor of Genius. New York: E. P. Dutton, 1978, 498 
pp. $9.95. 
Carole Klein, AGw. New York: H q e r  ei Row, Publishers, 1979, 352 pp. $12.95. 

Thomas Wolfe's pride in having come to know and enjoy the friendship and 
love of Max Perkins and Aline Bemstein and his sorrow in pushing them aside to 
devote himself more fully to the quenchless demands of his art underlay Wolfe's 
attempts to capture the minds, talents, and hearts of Maxwell Perkins and Aline 
Bemstein and to give them prominent places in his fiction. Had no biographer ever 
had the good sense to acld scope and corrective details to the images Wolfc left us 
of these strong forces in America's cultural history, we should have kcenly fclt their 
presence nonetheless. On the whole, I believe that Wolfe woulrl he proud to see 
what Berg and Klein have done to give us fuller measures of his friends' lives. 

Carole Klein's AAline narrates, in novelistic detail, the paradisiacal days when, 
in the lake country of England, W7olfe began the stoty of Eugenc Gant and his 
fan~ily. Ms. Klein then traces the events of those months and years wherein torment 
was joined with triumph, doubt wedded to belief, anguish mingled with joy, despair 
mined with hope. During the time Look Homeward, Angel was aborning A h e  
moved from success to success in her work as a stage designer. Wolfo, meanwhile, 
compleled his novel, found an agent with dine's help, and awaited n decision from 
a p~~hlisher. 

The long-awaited word came from Perkins, who by this time had already forged 
strong ties to two of the authors, Fitzgerald and Hemingway, who would make 
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R m w s  E l  

his erstwhile timid house, Scrihnem, the talk of thp !imp- --ir 1- 1-:.. '-7 : '6 
, .  ? . . 

~~ 
. . would f o m  with Wolfe over the n r a  incr -PE w r .  -.i ~: - - -  - 

father and overeager hut me!l-intenfion-! !l~!-m?se. i- - : - 7  

. . and sometimes ireful muse. ?'hic py~c!iir p1-= -?  -.tr-, . -'-:--.- . - .* 
.. .. .: . ~ .: ..' ': biographies of Elizabeth Sowe!! an!! :\r,ir..r .?:-.'....: ~ ~ 

. . ~. letters, becomes no prettier in thc  no^ :i.:xii,-i 7 ; .  - :. ~~. 

Klein. T o  both Aline and \lax, XVglie l:c--.:- .? -7: ::.- r :  - . ' . ~ 

see no easy way to clear accountr u.iii, :'r-?. 

His inability to his emnt;::r21 .IrF.ti z-- ; I - ." . -  .)- ' - .  .. - '  
.. . ~ .  and appearancs a bungling fricncl. an irrr.,!?. 2-1 i : ~~ ~ ~ . .~. . - 

. . 
them and his sense of fair play not p r ~ \ ~ i l r r l  i ?  !he rr-. !. \-I- - : - -  - - - - - ~  . 
not lay claim to two of its finest charadem, Esther lark a:-' i 1 ~ ' ' ~ -.: . -~ 
togother with his depiction of his hungling, cadilirh i n e n h .  C. . - - - -  V ; '. -. '." 
portrayed bath the warts and wings of Alinc and \lax. 

I n  the pages of these two biographies, Wolfe stands like a TFI!.IF-~~I~.- :.-,' j::. 

So large did he k o m e  for Klein that she slightcd the \r,ritinzs of .\':re. z ' .  - 2  

fewer than five full pages to Aline's five hooks, to highlight thc tender bat to:::-,--.-- -.:: 
events leading to the publication of Look Homewmzl, Angel. For Rerr. Xi'iilii :.:! 
to he dealt with as Max's surrogate son and as the source of the gr~ntrst  eve..! in 
his role as editor. Despite the many pages upon which Wolfe thnlst himsrli in 
Berg's study of Max, the other gigantic forces in Perkins' life, Fitzgerald and 
Hemingway, do not receive less than their due. Max emerges as a pleasant eccentric 
hut gains stature as a mentor, critic, counselor, and champion. To these roles, as 
Berg repeatedly shows, we should now add Perkins's role as an idea-giver. Bmk 
after hook, from authors great and small, owe their germ idea to Perkins. 

Both biographers had access to rnatcrials and smrccs untouched or untapped 
by earlier researchers. Klein drew heavily from unpublished correspondence of Wolfe 
and Bernstein, and Berg discovered a fruitful cache of letters to Eliaaheth Lemmon, 
Perkins's confidante and friend for many years. Their interviews also produced some 
fresh opinion, some of it, as in the case of Aline's theatrical friends, tainted with 
lingering bitterness. 

Specialists in the writing of the Lost Generation will reap a good harvest here. 
And students looking to find ways of understanding important literary forces a t  
work in America during the period from the mid 1920's to  the mid 1940's will not 
go away empiy-handed. Two productive and energizing talents come to life in  these 
pages and so does an absorbingly interesting era in  American letters. 

.Tom I ~ O L  
Clelnron University 

Flanmry U'Connm: The Habit of Being, Letters selected and edited by Sally Fib-  
gerald with an introduction by the editor. Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1978. 617 pp., 
$15.00. 

This volume is a selection of Flannery O'Co~mnor's letters from early 1948 to her 
last letter in 1964. The letters offer an insight into O'Connor's world: her orthodox 
Catholicism, her literary taste, and her interpretation of her awn work. She lived 
on "Andalusia+" the family f a m ~  just out of Milledgeville, Georgia, but there is no 
indication in her letters that she felt isolated, nor is t h e e  any self-pity. Her cor- 
respondence helped prevent any feeling of isolation. 

The letters give us a detailed portrait of a quick-witted and sincere writer. In 
er ironic, humorous tone, she de~cribes life on "'Andalusia" and its visitors, hut the 
xo central topics are the Church and literature. O'Connor displays a complete 
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acceptance of her faith and a pitiless criticism of her own "faults," and comments 
often on literary subjects. There is relatively little about the novels Wise Blood 
(1952) and The Violent Beor It Awav (1960) in the selection, perhaps because 
O'Connois busiest letter writing period seems to have been 1956-57. 

Of her stories O'Connor seems to have preferred "The Artificial Nigger." She 
mites that it  was meant to convey "the rdemptive quality of the Negro's suffering 
for us all." Otherwise she chose to observe the traditions of the society she had fed on, 
and she thought it  "only fair" that she should do so (April 25, 1959). She received 
many questions from readers about "4 Good M m  Is Hard to Find," and she never 
tired of explaining that the story illustrate the effect of divine grace on ''unwilling" 
recipients Professional critics initated her, especially symbol-hunting critics. When 
asked about the naming of h4rs. May in '~Grsmlozf' by a "Professor of English," 
O'Connor was too irritated not to reply: "As for Mn.  May, I must have named her 
that because I kuew some Enelish teacher would writc and ask me why. I think 
you folks sometimes strain the soup too thin. . . ." (June 6, 1964). The technique 
was unconscious, the vision all. 

She did not think much of critic, hut she was henelf a kcen critic, as her 
letters aflinn. Whatever we may think of her iudrements, they are at least nnt boring: 
Conrad Aikcn m a k s  her "sick just to read about"; Tames Rranch Cabell is a “dew"; 
a chapter from Pictures from nn Institrrtion she calls "good Randall Jarrell" but "not 
good fiction." Ncw Criticism can easily be mistaken for "pure gibberish." Nelson 
Algren's talent is "wasted hy sentimentalism and a celtain overindulgence in the 
writing"; Breakfast ct Tiffong's is "dulP' and Truman Capote malie her "plumb sick, 
as does Mr. Tennessee TVillinms"; and "anybody that admires Thomas Wolfe can he 
expected to like gooil fiction only by accident." 

Thcse instant opinions were not meant to he read by the public. They were 
written jokingly to in tb~a te  friends and do not necessarily represent O'Connois final 
idea of any writer. Yet, the tcndcncy tclls us ahout her taste, and about the kind of 
writing she hoped to avoid. But there were literary heroes, too. She preferred E. M. 
Fonteis  A Possage to India to his Whew Angels Frar to T7ead and she read Virginia 
Woolf. She did not care for Val&ry, Gide or Benu~oir, but she read all of l'roust 
and called it  "great stull," adding, however, that she had "no desire to read any 
of it  again." Among the critics she liked Percy 1,uhhock and Richard Chase. She 
thought Leslie Fiedler was able to recognize a gwd thing when he sees it, "'even 
if he does have to wrap it  up in Freud." She complained in another letter that "the 
Freudian technique can he applied to anything at all with cqually ridiculous results." 

Most of Flannery O'Cunnol-'s literary "h~roes" arc from the South. She owned 
at least seven novels by William Faulknel; but two appear not to have been read. 
She admired Faulkner for his technical achievement in Tlm Toton; and the Joe 
Christmas figure of Light in August was very clear in her mind. She did, however, 
by to steer clear of Faulkner when she was writing. Brooks and Warrods Undet- 
standing Fiction was a decisive influence; she calls it an "invaluable help" and recom- 
mends it  to tluee of her friends. She did not read I'll Toke M!, Stand until shortly 
before her death in 1964. But the letters prove how insignificantly she was influenced 
by both classics and contemporaries. She was not a product of academia. Her work 
originated almost exclusively in hcr own mind and in her own world. 

The O'Connor wit is thc most appealing feature of the letters for critic and 
general reader. Her humor is delightful. She clid not want to he called "Mary F. 
O'Connor," for she thought it  sounded like "somebody's wash-woman." Nor did she 
like the recorded sound of her own vnicc: 'like a vcry old woman with a clothespin 
on her nose .and her teeth in a dish beside her." She never tired of pointing out to 
new friends that she lived in n bird sanctuary with a population of 12,000, "people, 
not birds." When she lived with the Fitzgeralds, she observed their daily lives with 
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an unfailing eye: "they said the Benedictin~ mac? M o r e  mc1; in Lrrtin e-.-n- <I,??- 
while the dinner got colcl." 

There are detail? in this seimtion t!nt +!l i-?:I*? :'.i,',--. 

order to  leave out the word "Bnli5<t" ii !lie e l 2 . r  '~ ~. .' 
Baptists, but it  is lpss than i:?ti~i.!.~trT ih-t t t -  : i - ' . ' : -  . . . 

. . of ellipsis is often confucinr. SF?, *-i FEY:-! ' ' - . ' .  ' '  
. . .. 29, 1955. Do the ellipsis pc.rim!i is 'br. ':.-:- i.- -. , :. - -- .. .. ,. .: 

. .  
been left out, or is it per!lzrr; .? \ r i ~ , ' -  -i 

. . 

reader cannot tell from the trxt; for z ' :  lit- I: ;.. ; ? ...'. . :,. - - --:. . -. .: . 1 
. .  . 

There are other sikmt deletions \vliicli are ri.-:.'--::. : - -  --  : ; . .. - -' 
-~ - of view. See, for example, the letter tn K ~ : . r r : r l  .k-- i ~-;-  - . ~ -  ' ' . . . 

one comma, one parenthesis and onc que:tin.~ -:IC I;:-; ' - -  . - .s. 

period has hcen added, all of this silently. 
It is regrettable that there are no lrltcrs fro": !xi-- :. ..i ' ' - '; - 

of a particular value for critics to he ahlu to stui:\ :':e - '  - -  
University of Iowa student days. There are other cups in tL- -. ~ ~ 

. ~ 

cssential figures in O'Connor's literary life was Caroline Gordon: :* i: .:----~.:-; " :' 
so few of the letters to her are reprinted here. And in nlic n i  1 ' .  '- " - -  , 

mentions that she likes W a h r  Percy's The Movicpoer, and nrIr!i !! . : -  . 
responded with Percy for a couple of years. But there is only onc .!in:: PC.-- i- '. ' . - 
Percy in the selection. 

A selection from thr private letters of a writer who had hren r!ra,l 6::: r-i:. 
fifteen years dcmands much discretion by the editor, and Sally fitz?-c;::!.': i . 2 ~  

shown efficiency and much diplonlacy. The friends of Flannery O'Connnr \..-!io wr-r  
kind enough to offer their personal letters nnd who wanted to remain anon!mml. 
have been allowed to remain so. The editois sensitivity in the selecting has prn-cntir! 
any breach of privacy. And the readers can he gr?.tefill that we did not h n ~ r  tn  
wait any longer for these lctters. We arc, however, constantly reminded that this ix  n 
selection., and not a selection with its emphasis on the literary biagaphical. This 
worthwhile selection can only be a preparation for the h a 1  edition of the cornplctc 
Ictters. 

JAN N O R I ~ Y  G R E ~ U N D  
Anrhus, Denmurk 

Kenneth Hoplrins, Gomel & Rex. North Walsham, England: Warren House Press, 
1970, 22 pp. 

The life of Gamel Woolsey of Aiken, South Carolina, is sketched ekewhere in 
this issue of SCR by Mr. Hopkins. Of the twenty-two sonnets in Gam,el & Rex, 
Mr. Hopkins says, "This poem is based loosely on incidents in Gamel Woolsey's 
unp~~blished autobiographical novel, One Way of Love, which was sot up in lype 
in  1932, and with&amn before publication." Mr. Hopkirs has written his poem 
in the first person, from Gamd's point of view, to  tell the story of Gamel's marriage 
to Rex IIuntcr and tho collapse and d t e m a t l ~  of the marriage. Mr. Hopkins makes 
clear tlie fiustmtion of this mamiage, and his ending lines are quite asecting: 

I am like one new-born, who has retained 
Nothing to show from where he was before, 
Not even a wisp of wool with which to clad 

The cold flesh quivering, the cold heart shrinking, 
Thc cold mind sickened by its sterile thinking. 

FANH DAY 
Clemson University 
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1974), 7-17. . 'The Neo-Romanticism of Jam- 
Dickey" (April, l978), 2032. 

Levin, Susan hl. "The Great Spousal 
Verse: The Marriage hletaphor in 
English Romantic Poetry" (November, 
1975), 5-12. 

Maloney, Stephen R. "Half-way to By- 
zantium: MT. Samnlds Planer and the 
Modem Tradition" (November, 1973), 
3140. 

Martin, Carter W. 'Taulkneis S0rtod.s: 
The Tailor Re-tailored" (April, 1974), 
56-59. 

Mazzaro, Jerome. "The Recent Poems of 
Elizabeth Bishop" (November, 1977). 
99-115. 

McLaughlin, John J. "Richard In as 
Punch" (November, 19771, 79-86. 

Montgomery, Marion. "Eliot and 11 
Miglior Fabbro'" (November, 1973), 
7-13 . 

. "Of Cloaks and Hats and Dou- 
bling~ in Foe and Flannery O'Connor" 
(November, 1978), 60-69. 

Mwre, Raybum S. "The Land of His 
Fathers: Paul Hamilton Hayne and 
South Carolina" (Spring, 1979), 58-68. 

Perloff, Marjorie. "Beyond The Bell Jar: 
Women Poets in Transition'' (Spring, 
1979). 4-1R. ,, - 

~abkin ,  Eric S. 'The Mythic Coherence 
of Molby" (Fall, 1979), 12-20. 

Reid, Alfred S. "The Poetry of A. R. 
Ammons" (Fall, 1979), 2-9. 

Sadler, Jeffrey A. "Split Consciousness in 
Richard Wright's Naiue Son" (Aplil, 
1976). 11-24. , , - - - -. 

Sanders, David Alan. 'Words in the Rush 
of Everything to Waste: A Poetic 
Theme in Frost'' (November, 1974), 
34-47. 

Scheele, Roy. "Sensible Confusion in 
Frost's 'The Subverted Flower'" (No- 
vember, 1977), 89-98. 

Sharistanian, Janet. "The Poet as Hu- 
manitarian: Randall Jarrell's Literary 
Criticism as Self-Revelation" (No- 
vember, 1977), 32-42. 

Strong; Paul. "James DickeyS h o w  of 
Deliverance" (November, 1978), 108- 
116. 

Ashley, Franklin. "Didelact?" (.+><:, 
1977), 39-41. 

Baldwin, Fred K. "Horses on IIorse- 
back" (Spring, 1979). 17. 

Ballenger, Crady W. "The Ifan in the 
Stall" (November, 1976), 65-71, 

Brown, Clark. "Om Father Which Art 
Not in Heaven" (November, 1978). 
81-49 

Gingher, Marianne. 'The a s "  (Fall, 
1979), 44-52. 

Haupt, -. .- Arthur. "A Storf' (April, 1975). 
21-ZI. 

Henley, Charles. "Curds and Whey' 
(April, 1975), 53-60. 

Leamon, Warren. "Edward's Object" 
(November, 1977), 69-78. . "Hester" (November, 1973), 14 
30. 

L o g  James. "The Apotheosis of Malinda 
&genbright" (November, 1977), 19- 
31, 

Marin, Daniel B. "The Last Winter of 
the War" (April, 1978), 56-63. 

Oates, Joyce Carol. "On the Gulf" (No- 
vember, 1974), 85-101. -. "Sentimental Journey" (April, 
19771, 3-19. - . "Si5ters" (Spring, 1980), 2-14. 

O'Counor, Flannery. ''Exile in the EBFt" 
(November, 1978), 12-21. 

Olsen, Sondra Spatt. "In the Snow" 
(Spring, 1979), 45-50. 
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Owen, Guy. "A Trip to Oak Forest" 
(April, 1975), 45-52. 

Roth, - -  -- Henry IT. "Susslav" (April, 1978). 
72-79. 

Rottenberg, Annette T. "The Separation" 
(Fall, 1979), 21-33. 

Schor, Sandra. "Hawks" (April, 1974). 
oc?n -- 

Short, Carroll Dale. "The Old Way" 
(Spring, 1979), 36-43. 

Speer, Laurel. "The Glass Bottom Life 
Boat" (April, 1974), 48-55. 

Steadman, Mark. "Cast on the Waters 
and Raised on Nigh" (April, 1978). 
33-46. 

. from T h e  Broken Door: An 
Autobiographical Fiction" (Novemher, 
1976, 74114. . "Kate" (November, 1974). 71- 
R'1 

w&, Eudora. ''Acrobats in s Park" 
(November, 1978), 2633. 

INTERVIEWS 
Calhoq Richard J., and Robert W. Hill. 

"'Tom, Are You Listening?-An In- 
terview with Fred Wolfe" (April, 
1974), 35-47. 

Hill, Robert W. See Calhoun, Richard J., 
and Robert W. Hill. "'Tom, Are You 
Listening?'-An Interview with Fred 
Wolfe" (April, 1974), 35-47. 

Israel, Charles. "George Garrett" (No- 
vember, 1973), 4348. 

POETRY 
Abrams, Doug. "Lengthening" (No- 

vember, 1977), 43. 
Adamo, Ralph. "Homecomind' (Nc- 

vember, 1977), 88. 
Adcock, Betty. "At Least" (November. 

1978), 119. 
, '%Extinctions" (November, 1978). - ." 
118. 

Allen, Paul Edward "Carnival" (No- 

-, "cousin 'ressib. (April, 1375), - .  
34. 

Applewhite, James. "An Erssed Window" 
(April: 1978), 12-13. 

. Beginning with Egypt" (April, 
1978), 14. 

-, "C6ristian Daughter" (April, 
1978), 12. - "Drinking Music" (April, 1978), 
1 + --. - "From As Far Away As Dying" 
(April, 1978), 12. 

-. "Outside Cleeve Abbey" (April, 
1978), 13. 

. "Royal Hospital" (April, 1978). 
14. 

Augustine, Jane. "For A Daughter Musi- 
cal. Growing" (November, 1973), 56. 

Bailes, Dale Alan. "Journal Entry" (April, 
1974), 34. 

Bartels, Susan. Zove  Poem" (Novemher, 
1976), 64. 

Bermnan, David. "Intercepted Courier" 
(November, 1977), 87-88. 

Beny, D. C. "Dot" (November, 1974). 
69. . "Hands" (November, 1974), 70. . "Hoppers" (November, 1974), 
7n . ". 

-. "Tongue" (November. 1974). 60. 
Bottoms, David. 'Rubbing the Faces of 

Angels" (April, 1977), 20-21. 
Bowen, James K. 'Waves" (April, 1975). 

40-41. 
B ~ c e ,  Benita. 'Warlock " (November, 

197'3). 71. 
Busch, C. Trent. 'Znlogy: An Old-West 

Piece" (April, 1977), 41. 
Cecil, Richard. "Serenade for the Man 

Downstairs'' (April, 1978), 61. 
Coggeshall, Rosanne. "Berryman" ( F a  

1979), 54. 
. "For Rose" (Fall, 1979), 53. 
. "Gypsy" (November, 1976), 3% 

RQ - .. . 
. "Mission" (Fall, 1979), 55. - "Notice" (November, 1976). 3% 

40. -- 

" S m ,  \\%ere Did Our Shoes Go 
\2'rongT" (So\.rrnber, 197ti), 36-17. 

, "Saine" (Fall. 1979). 54-55 , , - - - - . 
Deaeon, Ann. "'~ndosures" (Snrlne. . - -. 

1c80). 4446. 
Ditsky, John. "Getting SMed" (April, 

...-,,< -+ 
I Y I S J ,  d l .  

Eisiminger, Sldp. "Elegy for H d "  
(November, 1976), 73. - "Enisode at Rattler F W  (No- 
vember, -1975), 66. 

. "From the Editor's Desk: A 
Found Poem" (November, 1975), 65- 
RR 

Fessler, Warren "Net Gain" (Spring, 
1980), 46. 

Fowler, Russell T. "In Blanco Countyty 
(Spring, 1979), 69. 

Freeman, Grace Beacham. "After Read- 
ing There Are No Paid Grave Diggers 
in Keiler, Illinois" (Novemher, 1976), 
RA - *. - "Dragging Operations Begin" 
(November, 1973), 30. - "Heavenly Name Taggem' (April, 
147.5) fi5 A".-,, "". - "The Mathematics of It" (No- 
vember, 1978), 117. 
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Frost, Richard. "Leftover" (April, 1976), 
53-54. 

Gage, .- Deborah Ann. "K." (Spring, 1980), 
15. 

Garrison, Joseph. "January, 1973'. (April, 
1975), 42. 

Gregor, Arthur. "Deadweieht" (Sovem- 
her, 1974), 6468. 

Griffin, Walter. ''Talk" (April. 19Ti), 55. 
Hansen, Tom. "The Pedect 11-oman" 

(April, 1976), 48-53. 
Harrison, Steve. "Jabbo Stokes" ('Spring, 

1979), 30-31. 
Hawkins, Tom. "The Church Emlrt at 

Home" (April, 1978),,,11. 
Hawksworth, hlarjorie. .% Free Kde" 

(April, 1978), SO. - . "Likeness" (.ipril, 1979). SO. 
Herschel, Sandi. "Tie-Lp' I, APE:, ?41, 

7n 

A,. 

Leamon. Warren. "Ballad of \liddleApe" 
(~ovember, 1975), 32. . "Hopkins in Dublin" (Xo~,ember, 
1975), 30-31. 

Lemer, Linda. "Poem for Anne Sexton" 
(April, 1976), 6O-61. 

Levine, Ellen. "Electrocardiomam" . 
(April, 19761, 28. 

. "March" (April, 1976), 26-27. 
Liebeman, Laurence. "Backstreet In- 

tellect" (November, 1974). 61. 
. "Cape Iro: The Stone P i W  

April, 1978), 18-19. 

. 'Leda's Revenge" (April, 1974). 
4-5. . "In the Lightweight Plane Called 
Fear" (November, 1974), 63. -. "The Father Sieve" (April, 
1974), 5-6. - "The Leaves" (November, 1974). .. tie. 

. "The Scream" (April, 1974), 5. 
I.ietz, Robert "An Acknowledgement" 

(Apd, 1976), 54-56. 
Liisllin, Lyn. "Nantucket" (April, 1975), 
.'3. 

. "Now She Knows What WiU" 
(.%pd, 1975), 38, 

-. "The Man Who Told Me I Was 
Co!d" (.ipril, 1978). 6. 

I.ici. Gary E. "I Got Up" (April, 1975), . . .... 
Lircl-man. Jack. " F o r e c a s t "  (Aprfl, - - .  . * . 7i. 
- "Une Behind Sleep" (April, 

7:- , n . .~~ , 
Liz:-<nn,l. Gorr!an. "Follp Beach, Janu- ...... 
'7. 1-  1 Sovmher .  197R), 73. ,:.. - ., .-:-:. -. . . .  I .  "D:'Teiing \'icjlis of a ... ,,.,.. . . .  ... ........ . - ' \.c~ern!>er, 197(i), 121. . . . .  . : ,.:en Iciace" (Zovemher, 
. . - c  . ... . .- 

T .. ,-?. - .  - ~. 5-ica?. "Eaa" (Spring, 1979), 
-. 
- "\IIr:nie",,;Sprine. 1979), 31. .... 
-. '. : ~.;.:n >pri:ie, 19T9), 32. 

"?V:.:,?' 1 Sp;nz. 19:9), 33. 
..,............... 'i. III-.~ dt!ler" (Spring, . . . . . .  

\!.i .:. .L:.:. ' l h n n a ~  H. "Left" (Nov- . ......... . . .  ?Y:>. 119. 
\!,ii:r!ni Sonnet" (Sovember, 

!'.,-h .: 1 1,. 
\!iT;e. J!ii:uel. "St. Francis Receiving 

: - c  5tim.aia from a Medieval Travel- 
in: .%l!.u" (Zovember, 1978). 120. 

SlcLnu~l~lin, William. "Kadk Does 1t 
.%vain" (April 1974), 65. 

Jletcaif, Paul. "Altamira" (April, 1975), . . 
'11. 

310~1, Keith. 'Anatomy of Morning" (Nw 
vember, 1973), 55. 

Murphy, Mardy. "Acceptance in Blue 
Pencil" (November, 1975), 64. 

Murray, G. E. "Losing Ntitude" (April, 
1976), 47. 

Nathan, Norman. "A Fleeting Hope" 
(April, 1976), 59. 

. "annuity" (April, 1974), 67. 
-. "in praise of bibles" (April, 

1974), 60-67. 
"Phone Call" (April, 1976), 46. 

-. "Photography Class with a Nude 
in a Wwded Garden" (Spring, 1979), 
51. 
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Newman, P. B. "Dionysian Ice" (April, 
1975), 40. -. "Mr. Cherry" (Fall, 1979), 10. 

Odam, Joyce. "The Choreography" 
(April, 1974), 72. 

Olds, Sharon. "Encounter" (Fall, 1979), 
l h l l  -" -. 'Visiting In-Laws b the Ex- 
treme North" (FaU, 1979). 11. 

Olson, Elder. "Rottenrock Mountain" 
(April, 1978), 4-6. 

Osaki, M. S. "The Photograph" (April 
1978), 99. 

Osbome. Dorothv S. "Watermarks" (No- 
vember, 1973/, 13. 

Ower, John. "For Creighton Abrams, 
Who Likes Mozart" (April, 1975). 52. . "Love Song from the Lab" 
(April, 1975), 39. 

. "The Ballad of Jim Randal" 
(November, 1976). 41. 

Page, William. "Cold Night" (April, 
19761, 57. 

Pastan, Linda. "Block" (April, 1974), 21. -- -. "Uropping Out" (April, 1974). 
Zl. 

Peschel, Enid Rhodes. "A Phantom 111, 
The Frame" [Translation of Baude- 
laire's "Un FantBme 111, Le Cadre"] 
(April, 1975), 20. 

-. "But Not Satisfied" [Tramlation 
of Baudelaire's "Sed non satiata"] 
(April, 1975), 20. 

. "The Self-Torturer" [Translation 
of Baudelaire's "L'H6autontimorou- 
rnl.nos'7 (April, 1975), 19. 

Phillips, Louis. "A Contemporary Poet 
Wlro Shall Remain Nameless Goes on 
a Diet" (April, 1976), 9. - "Death to Mr. Bunting" (April, 
1976). 8-9. 

--.-,> -- --. 
Poulin, A. Jr. "Shadows" (April, 1978), 

55. 
PIG&, Wyatt. "Winter on the Piedmont" 

(November, 1978), 107. 
Quim, Sister Bemetta, O.S.F. 'The 

Angel Standing in the Sun" (No- 
vember, 1975), 56-57. 

-. "Two Weeks in Italf' (No- 
vember, 1975), 55. 

Recktcnwald, Robert. "Icebound" (N* 
vember, 1975), 12. 

Reid, Alfred S. "My Muse Is A Wayward 
Bitch, Unwell" (April, 1975), 44. 

. ''Walking Point" (November, 
1976), 34. 

Rivers, J. W. "To Most of My Famfl 
Dead of Lung Cancer" (April, 1978f 
100. 

Robinson, Lee M. "November" (No- 
vember, 1978), 95. 

__. "The White Door and the Wall" 
(November, 1978), 94. 

Rodenbough, Jean. "and I thought you 
were aU dying out here" (April, 1974). 
68-09, 

Rogers, Rodney 0. "'Accident" ( A d  
1975), 36-37. 

Romine, Dannye. 'Flight" (November, 
1975), 63. 

. "Intemperance" (November, 
1975), 63. 

. "Primer on Digging" (November, 
1975). 62. 

Rasen, Kenneth. "Kingdom Come" 
(Spring, 1979), 27-29. 

Rubin, Larry. "Finding the Center" 
(April, 1976), 25. 

-. "Passing through Foreign Sta- 
tions" (November, 1973), 41. 

-. "The Bachelor, Panicldng" (No- 
vember, 1973), 41. 

. "The Bachelor, S e e b g  Reasons" 
( April, 1976 ), 25. - "The Poet, Drowning" (Nm 
vember, 1973). 42. 

Ruffin, Paul. "Re-Run of a Quail Hunt" 
(April, 1974), 20. 

Seam, Donald. "Fulani Girl" (November, 
19731 56. - -,, - 

Settle, Claire. "Brown Water" (April, 
1976), 6-7. 

. "Friend" (April, 1976), 5. 
Sinclair, Bcnnie Lee. "My Father, On 

Losing His Vision" (November, 1976), 
63. ~ ~ 

Smith, Bruce. "Dream of First Labor" 
(November, 1978). 121. 

Sossaman, Stephen. "Minefield" (Nwem- 
her, 1975), 15. 

Spingam, Lawrence P. "Notes from a 
Chinese C o o k i e Factory" (April, 
1974), 71. 

Stafford, William. "Late Fall Meadov? 
(November, 1975), 3. 

"One of Your Lives" (Novem- 
ber, 1975), 3. -- "Scenes That Escaped from 
James Dickey's Poems" (April, 1978), 
47 
- "Three Stories from Inside James 

Dickey's Guitar" (April, 1978), 47-48, 
. "Who Is Sylvia?" (November, 

1975). 4. 
Stillinger, Jack. "To One Who Wrote 

Me That 'Our Paths May Cross'" 
(November, 1973), 57. 

Stone, Joan. "Dialogue for Winter" (No- 
vember, 1975). 33. 
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-, "Shape-Shifter" (November, 
1975). 34. 

Stnrtidakis, Eileen. "Nighlwdk" (April, 
1977), 38. 

Shipling, Kathryn. "Chrysanthemums" 
(November, 1975). 59-60. 

, "Daydreaming" ( Sovember, 
1975), 58. 

, "Girl-Talk" (No%mnber, 1975), 
C" "". 

-. "Homecoming" ( Twember, 
1975), 61. 

. "Lament of an Un-Hip Poet" 
(November, 1973 ), 5 .  

, "Seeing 'Gone with the Wind' for 
the Fifth Time" (So~crnber, 19T:3), 6. 

. "The *it oi CI1;Nre'- (Yo- 
vemher, 1973), 4. 

Sullivan, Chuck. ''Ywnc G o o d m a n  
Brown: What Yoti Sec Is ri?iat You 
Get" (April, 197S), i?. 

Swets, R. D. "donald at ::is week!. read- 
in< ( ~ ~ r i l ,  1974 1, :n 

Tillinghast, David. "Sxveit Ladler cf An- 
other Generation" (.\?<!. :?,-<', <-. 

Tisdale, Charles. "Shad~:n-~m;~~" F.:: 
1979), 33-35. 

Tnrco, Lewis. 'The- In&m 9 ~ k 3 3 5 "  
(November, 1975 , 4:. 

Wagner, Linda. "0l-l I"om:n in Pirk, 
Shopping" (.%pri:. 1415 ; -7. 

White, Gail. "For Ye?:. i n c  the Rhy- 
mers Club" (Ape!. I,:-< . F. 

Wiley, Harold "Zdl..i" , \p:.. 1975). 
65-70. 

, "The Chaneelind' I S o v m b r .  
1978), 69. 

Will, Frederic. ''Epics of .4meeca ISXTI: 
Sex and Its Opposite, fie F:L-.<' 
(April, 1976), 5s. 

Williams, R. B. "January in S3!t L k e "  
(November, 1978). 59. 

Wilson, Edward. "-4 Photoersph of 
Mandelstam at 31" (.Ape;. ?'17S). 
70-71. 

-. "The Miner"'JApriL 1978). 71. 
Youmans, Marlene. Another Esplana- 

tion" (April, 1977), 42. . "History Report" (Xovember, 
1978), 93. 

Zaranka, William. "'If You Ever \ r i t e  a 
Book, Put Me in It"' (Spring, 1979), 
2-3. 

REVIEWS 
Agar, John. Hymn for Drum by Roseanne 

Coggeshall (Spring, 1979), 80-82. 
Angoff, Charles. Serpent in Eden: H. L. 

Mnnrken and the South bv Fred C. 
Hobson, Jr. (November, 1974), 109- 
110. 

Bafield, Ray. The Ghost on the Ram- 
parts and Other Essays in the Human- 
ities by Robert B. Heilman (Novem- 
ber, 1975), 77-79. 

Bargainnier, Earl F. Media-Mnde Di&: 
The Smrth in the American Znwginn- 
tion by Jack Temple Kirby (Novem- 
ber, 1978), 125.126. 

Baughman, Ronald. No Costumes or 
Masks by Grace Freeman (November, 
1976), 126-128. 

Bloher, Joseph. Hemingway and Faulk- 
ner: inventors/masters by Linda Wel- 
shimer Wagner (April, 1977), 70.71. 

Bobbitt, Joan. The Lonely Hunter: A 
Biography of Carson *McCullers by 
Virginia Spencer Carr (April, 1976), 
" A  7 a  ,-,,>. 

Brown, Calvin S. Graces of Harmony: AL 
litemtion, Assonance, and Consonance 
in Eighteenth-Centuy Poety by Percy 
G. Adams (April, 1978), 102-103. 

Bryant, Hallman. Rainstorm and Fire: 
Rittrnl in the NoveL. of John Updiks 
bv Edward P. Varno (November. - .  
19741, 110-112. 

, Tfie Partoral Vision of WiUimn 
3iorrir: The Eartltly Pnrndise by Blue 
Ca'lioun (.%pri!. 1Y76), 80-82. 

. The Pwtry of Tennyson by k 
D%%%zht C~;!!er: Tennyson: Poet and 
Pr.-..:r! I'hilip Henderson (Spring, 
,<<,~, 7r,.nfl . . 2. ".. 

Eu.':::. E. C. The Dlories of Evelyn 
I.,. ,:.'zl: ed. by \Iichae! Dane (Spring, 
' . . .- . , 7+:3. 

Cai::. lVi!!irm E. Literature Against Zt- <,. ' .. I.>:i.cn, Ideas in ?Iodem Society 
1;; Cex!:l GraF (Fall, 1979). 61-65. 

C;.cnfo!i.wn by Edward Said 
I Spine.  ll79!, ;a-74. 

. Spiritus 3lundi: Essays on Litern- 
tltre, Ilyth,  and Society by Northrop 
Frye; 1-orthrq, F y e  on Culture and 
Literature: A Collection of Reoiew 
E.?sagr ed. by Robert D. Denham (N* 
vmmber, 1978), 123-125. 

Carpenter, Nan Coake. Margaret Mit- 
chell's "Gone with the Wind" Letters, 
1938-1949 ed. by Richard Harwell 
(November, 1978), 131-133. 

Can; Virginia Spencer. Faulkneis Heroic 
Design: The Yoknapatawpha Nwels 
by Lynn Garhell Levins (April, 1978), 
103-105. 

Caskey, C. 0. All the Strange Hours: 
Excavations of a Life by Loren Eisley 
(April, 1976), 73-74. 

Chambers, Gerald T. Gallic Salt: Eigh- 
teen Fabliaux Translated from the Old 
French by Robert Harrison (Novem- 
ber, 1975), 81-82. 

Champion. Larry S. Shakespeare's "The 
Phoenix and Turtle": A Survw of 
Scholarship hy Richard Allan Under- 
wood (November, 1977). 122-123. 
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Cranston, Mechtild. Poem by Rene Char 
(November, 1977), 118119. 

Day, Frank. Delmore Schwariz: The Life 
af an Amecican Poet by James Atlas; 
Dylan Thomas: A Biography by Paul 
Ferris (November, 1978), 133-134. 

. Other PeopbSs Letters: A Memo* 
by Mina Curtiqs; The Building of 
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" by E. Bruce 
Kirkham; Chavcer and his Wmld by 
Derek Brewer; Roots of Lyric: Primi- 
tive Poetnj and Modem Poetics by 
Andrew Welsh; Journal of Rehearsals 
by Wallace Fowlie (November, 1978), 
l R b l ? C ;  . A 
A P. H. Newby by Ernest B& 

(April, 1976), 79-80. . Young Man Thmeau by Richard 

Eisiminger, Skip. Gnomes G Occasim 
by Howard Nemerov (November, 
1975). 76-77. , . . lmrd shadows by Franklin Ash- 
ley; on original sin and other poems 
by Eugene Platt; Paula by Paul Baker 
Newman; Fish Light by Michael 
Waters; The Dark Bus and Other 
Foms of Transpmt by Alice Cabaniss; 
Woter Tables by ames Seay; New 
Southern Poets: Se / ected Poem from 
"Southern Poetw Revieto'' ed. by Guy 
Owens and Mary C. Williams (N* 
vember, 1976), 132134. 

. I Hear America Talkfng: An 
Illu,erated T r e a s  u r y of Ame7ican 
Wmds and Phrases by Stmart Berg 
Flemer (November, 1977). 123-124. 

Felder, Herman. Barefoot in Arcadia: 
Memories of a 'More Innocent Era 
by Louis B. Wright (April, 1975), 
71-73. 

Field, Leslie. The Laelines.7 at the Core: 
Studies in Thomas Wolfe by C. Hugh 
Holman (April, 1977), 67-70. 

Firestone, Bmce M. The Achievement of 
William Styvon by Robert K. Morris 
and Irving Malin (April, 1976), 76-77. 

Green, Claud B. Books That Changed 
the South by Robert B. Downs; The 
Immoderate Past: The Southern Writer 

and History by C. Hugh Holman 
(Spdng, 1979), 78-80. 

, Psardonymous Publications of 
Willim Gilmore Simm by James E. 
Kibler, r (November, 1976), 135-136. L ,  -. T e Man of Letters in New Eng- 
land and the South: Essags on the 
Histmj of the Literary Vocation in 
America by Lewis P. Simpson (N* 
"ember, 1975), 7475. 

, The noots of Southem WriMng: 
Essays on the Literature of the Ameri- 
can South by C. Hugh Holman (April, 
1974) 78-80. 

~retlund, Jan Nordby. Passage Through 
Gehenna by Madison Jones (Fall, 
1979), 70-71. 

. The Habit of Being, Letters of 
Flannery O'Connor selected and edited 
hy Sally Fitzgerald (Spring, 1980), 61- 
R? 

Henry, Louis. Antebellum Charkston 
Dramoti.rts by Charles S. Watson 
(April, 1977), 63-64. 

Hill, Robert W. Fugitive by Marion 
XJontgomery (November, 1975), 79- 
'," c n r .  

A Oavrey Suicides by Laurence 
Lieberman (November, 1973). 66-67. 
A Step Carefully in Night Grass by 
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